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Executive Summary
This document describes in detail the first steps taken towards the implementation of the first
prototype for the Integrated GREDIA Platform.
Based on the design of the integrated platform provided with the context of WP2 and the
implementation status of the different components so far, this document reports on the achievements
for the delivery of a operational first prototype of the GREDIA Platform with the basic functionalities
being in place.
It should be noted that the integration activities are still in progress, but this document summarises
on the initial interface that have been implemented for the integration of the GREDIA partial
components. The Deliverable is planned to be updated throughout the project lifetime, while two
additional versions have been contractually foreseen, on M25 and M30 of the project.
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1.

Introduction

This document comprises the report about the status for the delivery of the first prototype of the
GREDIA platform. The GREDIA components being developed in WP3, WP4 and WP5 are integrated
into a complete and functional platform to facilitate for the development of Grid enabled, secure,
mobile business applications. The report about the GREDIA Platform will be updated till the project to
reflect the achievements in terms of integration activities.
The current document is organized as follows:
 Section 2 describes the status of the GREDIA Middleware platform implementation for exposing
relevant functionality to the rest of the GREDIA components
 Section 3 describes the development for the Virtual Organisation functionalities and the open issues
regarding integration
 Section 4 presents the GREDIA application development platform implementation progress and the
interfaces with the other GREDIA components
 Section 5 describes the development status of the Grid Service Discovery Tool, while Section 6
presents the integration points of the mobile Grid subsystem
 Section 7 analyses the way to integrate with the security attributes being under implementation in
GREDIA and the respective authorization server
 Section 8 provides with examples of the functionality currently supported from the integrated
GREDIA platform, focusing on a step-by-step execution of scenarios being foreseen for the GREDIA
validation
 Finally, Section 9 provides concluding remarks
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2.

GREDIA Middleware

2.1. Introduction
The design of a generic middleware for efficient search and retrieval of annotated content in a
distributed Grid environment has been motivated by the requirements posed by the GREDIA research
project. GREDIA’s main objective is the development of a Grid application platform, providing highlevel support for the implementation of Grid business applications through a flexible graphical user
interface. This generic platform will facilitate the provision of business services, which mainly demand
access and sharing of large quantities of distributed annotated numerical and multimedia content.
Furthermore, the GREDIA platform will exploit Grid technologies to enable access to the distributed
content by mobile devices. The establishment of the described functionality faces great challenges
regarding data management, security, authentication and authorization mechanisms.
In the heart of such a platform lies the middleware subsystem that essentially performs all data
management operations for the system. We have thoroughly described the proposed middleware
architecture in the GREDIA Deliverable D2.1: Middleware Architecture. In this section we will provide a
brief overview that will facilitate the analyses of the following sections.
The proposed architecture deals with data management in a distributed environment consisting of
resources belonging to different Virtual Organizations. A main characteristic of this environment is the
heterogeneity of nodes in terms of computational power, storage capacity and bandwidth. Resources
with different features, for example laptops, desktop computers, dedicated servers or even mobile
phones, may participate in this platform. Moreover, we assume that some resources may remain off
the system for long periods of time. Therefore, the design should cope with node arrivals and
departures so as to provide a robust operation.
The specific architecture comprises of three different overlays, namely the Metadata overlay, the
DRLS overlay and the Storage overlay. Each node of the system can participate in various overlays
according to the services it can host. The links among nodes of each overlay are between nodes with
close Ids in the Id space and do not require that these nodes are physically close as well. The idea
behind the multiple overlays is the design of an extensible platform, which can integrate and interact
with other Grid services and favors the development of Grid applications. The three overlays of our
architecture are shown in Figure 1. As it can be noticed, the nodes in the Metadata and the DRLS
overlay are treated as leaves of the Kademlia DHT binary tree. The Kademlia protocol divides the
binary tree into series of lower subtrees that do not contain the node and guarantees that every node
knows at least one node in each of its subtrees. The nodes in the Storage overlay are connected
according to their known neighbors.
This deliverable covers also the prototype description of the Framework for Intelligent Virtual
Organizations, which allows VO participants to negotiate a contract and configure properly the
middleware layer to work according to the rules agreed upon with respect to authorization and QoS.
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Figure 1: Overview of Proposed Middleware Architecture
A data file contains the actual content to be stored in the Storage overlay. The sharing of resources in
this overlay occurs among users of the same Virtual Organization. The consequence is that a data file
can be stored to or retrieved from a storage node, only if the user is granted the appropriate
permissions. The nodes in the Storage overlay act as file servers and should provide the
corresponding services persistently. Each data file is described by attributes of a predefined metadata
schema, which are included in a metadata file. The search mechanism in the Metadata overlay aims to
efficiently manipulate these metadata files, in order to return data items fulfilling the user’s search
criteria. The metadata file also includes the Logical File Name (LFN) of the corresponding data file.
This LFN is used as a key in our distributed catalogue implemented in the Distributed Replica Location
Service (hence DRLS) overlay. In this overlay, mappings of LFNs to the physical locations of data files
represented by Physical FileNames (PFNs) are stored.
A user may perform “store” and “search” operations in the proposed platform as follows:
•

When a user initializes the upload procedure, the data file is assigned with a unique identifier,
namely a LFN. The LFN is also included in the metadata file among the rest of the description
provided by the user. The LFN is the link between the actual data and their descriptions.
There is no requirement for the data files and the metadata files to be stored in the same
node. The data file is uploaded in the Storage overlay using the GridTorrent mechanism. If
the user’s node participates in the Storage overlay, the file is stored locally. Otherwise, the
data file is uploaded to another known storage node. The physical location(s) of the file is
(are) inserted in the DRLS overlay.

•

A user is able to query for files satisfying its criteria with the search mechanism provided by
the Metadata overlay. The search mechanism returns the relevant metadata files. Before the
download of a specific data file takes place, the data transfer mechanism queries the DRLS
overlay for its PFNs. Finally, the GridTorrent protocol will download the file by exploiting the
collaborative sharing properties of the inherited BitTorrent protocol, in order to boost
aggregate performance. The flow of the search procedure among the different overlays is
also shown in Figure 1.
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In the following Sections we provide detailed descriptions of the steps taken so far concerning the
implementation of the proposed architecture. We start off with the DRLS overlay.

2.2. Distributed Replica Location Service
2.2.1. Integrating DRLS with the middleware
The Distributed Replica Location Service - DRLS is a basic component of the middleware architecture
of GREDIA. Its main purpose, as the title implies, is to find available replicas of an existing file. The
DRLS is interfaced with the storage layer and the data service.
o

The interface with the data service is used for registering new files and replicas

o

The interface with the storage layer is used for keeping track of the replica location as well as
obtaining certain file attributes that will facilitate the data transfer with the GridTorrent
protocol.

The above interfaces and the DRLS position in the general middleware architecture are depicted in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: DRLS Component in the Middleware Architecture
The API of the Distributed Replica Location Service – DRLS is fairly simple. It consists of two methods:
Boolean RegisterLFN( XMLFile )
This method registers a file to the DRLS according to its description, which is an XML file with
various attributes about the file itself and it is described in the following chapter.
XMLFile GetReplicas( lfn )
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This method returns the XML file from the DRLS, which contains various attributes about the
file itself and a list with the existing replicas of the file.
The XML files that are used in both methods have a common format and therefore share a common
XML Schema Definition (XSD).

2.2.2. DRLS data structure
2.2.2.1 Overview
DRLS maintains a list of useful information for each file that is stored in the Storage Layer:
•

LFN: The logical filename of the stored file. This is a unique identifier supplied by the
metadata service that is used as a Global Identifier to reference the particular data. This is
also stored in the XML metadata of the file.

•

file size: The file’s total size in bytes. This is needed for the proper operation of the
GridTorrent protocol.

•

file hash type: The type of the hashing used to identify the whole file data. Hashing is
enabled in this level to ensure data consistency.

•

file hash: The actual file data hash.

•

piece length: The size of the pieces in which the file is segmented. A piece is the smallest
fraction of data that is used for hashing - validate a part of the file - and publishing purposes
to inform other peers that we’ve downloaded a part of a file and therefore we can also
uploaded to others. The transfer unit is actually smaller than a piece and is called a block.

•

pieces hash type: The type of the hashing used to identify each piece of the file. Hashing is
enabled in this level to facilitate partial download and resume download operations.

•

pieces hash: The actual piece data hash. All the hashes of all the pieces are concatenated
starting from the first piece.

•

Replicas: The list with the physical location of all the file original location and replicas. This is
described by a Physical Filename (PFN). A physical filename has the following form:

transport protocol://fully.quallified.domain.name/path/to/file
Transport protocol is the protocol that is used for the data transfer. Currently the supported
protocols can be gsiftp or gtp. The fully qualified domain name is the DNS registered name of
the file location and it is followed by the local path and the local filename of the actual file.

2.2.2.1.1XML structure
The data described above will be stored in the peer-to-peer layer in a structured format and more
specifically in XML documents. To formally define the data structure, we construct a XML Schema
Definition (XSD) file as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:element name="DRLSMetadata">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="lfn" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="filesize" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:element name="filehashtype" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"
default="MD5"/>
<xs:element name="filehash" type="xs:string"/>
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<xs:element name="piecelength" type="xs:integer"/>
<xs:element name="piecehashtype" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"
default="SHA1"/>
<xs:element name="pieceshash" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="replicas">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="url" type="xs:string" maxOccurs="unbounded"
minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

According to the above XSD an example of a valid XML that describes a file stored in the DRLS with
two replicas will be similar to the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<DRLSMetadata>
<lfn>
Logical_file_name
</lfn>
<filesize>
2621440
</filesize>
<filehashtype>
MD5
</filehashtype>
<filehash>
FDOPGJ23424363456SDFOGJSDOGJ
</filehash>
<piecelength>
262144
</piecelength>
<piecehashtype>
SHA1
</piecehashtype>
<pieceshash>
A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B
2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3
A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3A1B2C3D4E5F6F6A1B2C3
</pieceshash>
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<replicas>
<url>
gsiftp://host1.gredia.eu/bushinterview.mpg
</url>
<url>
gtp://host3.gredia.eu/bushinterview.mpg
</url>
</replicas>
</DRLSMetadata>

2.2.2.2 The Peer-to-Peer Layer
DRLS saves the information about the stored files and their replicas in a peer-to-peer (P2P) layer. The
P2P network that is selected is a modified version of Kademlia as was explained in detail in the
middleware architecture deliverable. A prototype has been already implemented using a more general
framework, called PeerPlatform. The PeerPlatform is a framework developed internally in the CSLAB
that facilitates the deployment of peer-to-peer overlays in large scale environments without the need
of a world-wide large scale infrastructure.
The PeerPlatform framework is designed for deploying and testing various peer-to-peer protocols. It is
written in Python (version 2.5 or above) and can be run either as a stand-alone executable or as a
library embedded into other applications. The framework architecture is depicted in Figure 3. Its core
component is the Notification Center, which is actually a common table of notifications and callbacks
for peers that reside in the local physical node. Each physical node can have several peers that run in
separate threads and communicating by posting notifications in the Notification Center. There is also a
Communicator Proxy to be able to communicate with peers in other physical nodes. Finally, there is
the PeerManager which is responsible for deploying Peers in the local node and helping broadcast
special messages to the other physical nodes. A more detailed description of the framework is
presented in the following paragraphs.

Figure 3: PeerPlatform architecture

2.2.2.2.1PeerPlatform Design
the core of PeerPlatform's modular architecture is the NotficationCenter class. The
NotificationCenter is actually a database (a dictionary) storing function pointers. Class instances can
register/unregister functions at a NotificationCenter instance and post notifications. The
At

register/unregister procedures are depicted in Figure 4. Each notification consists of a name, a source,
a destination and a set of parameters. Notification posting equals synchronous function calling - if a
notification's name and destination are found in the database, all corresponding functions are run.
Note that registered functions (observers) should all have the same parameter list, namely they
should all expect the aforementioned variables. The above algorithm is depicted in the following
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Figure 5. Moreover, the NotificationCenter defines two special destinations that can be used to
register functions for a given notification name:
o

The allDestinations destination signifies that a function should be called upon any successful
notification post to the respective name. This "mirroring" behaviour can be used, for example,
to implement counters or log calls without making any changes to already implemented and
registered observers.

o

The unknownDestination destination can be used to register error-handling functions, as a
listed observer will be called if a notification's destination can not be found.

Figure 4: Notification Center algorithm for Peer register/unregister
Both special destinations are available as instance variables at an initialized NotificationCenter class.
Also, when adding/removing an observer from a NotificationCenter, one can use the None destination
to signify allDestinations. On the other hand, usage of None when posting notifications is equal to
calling all observers registered for the unknownDestination destination. Again, the above destinations,
apply only to registered names. There is no way to define a "catch-all" name, so a NotificationCenter
will neither register destinations for "all names", nor call functions when the notification's name can
not be found in the database. The above functions of the NotificationCenter algorithms

Figure 5: NotificationCenter algorithm for notification delivery
Notifications are used for almost all inter-class function calls in PeerPlatform. Furthermore, the
among multiple

CommunicatorProxy class allows for posting and receiving notifications
NotificationCenter instances over the network as depicted in Figure 4.

The CommunicatorProxy opens a UDP port and listens for notifications coming from remotely located
hosts. Such messages travel as bencoded tuples containing all parameters required to call the
observer at the specified network destination (name, source, destination and parameter). Bencoding
first appeared in the BitTorrent peer-to-peer file transfer protocol, but is now widely used as a means
to convert Python variables to a string format. PeerPlatform uses a custom bencode/bdecode
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implementation that can also handle Tuple, Boolean and None Python types. This network
communication is shown in Figure 6.
The CommunicatorProxy notification receive functionality is instantly available when the class is
initialized. In order to send a remote notification, one must post a local notification, named Send to
the CommunicatorProxy destination. The parameter should contain the destination network address
and the notification structured as a tuple. Outgoing messages are enqueued before sent, so the
calling function does not block.

Figure 6: Notifications are send over the network using UDP and bencode/bdecode
Peers of a specific peer-to-peer protocol are implemented in the PeerPlatform framework as instances
of the Peer subclass. Peers are designed as state machines. Changes in state can result from incoming
RPCs or self-generated alarms (timeouts). New states are created when requesting a peer to get or
put data items from/in the overlay network. All interactions with a peer's state have the form of
notifications. When initialized, peers register observers for all incoming RPC commands they should
handle. RPC names equal notification names and the peers' identifiers and addresses comprise the
notifications' destinations. Actually, as every peer is executed in a distinct thread, all notifications
trigger the same function that enqueues the incoming RPC for serial processing by the state machine.
This architecture allows for running multiple logical peers in the context of the same PeerManager
instance, which eases super-peer and large experimental deployments. Intra-peer communication is
directly handled by the NotificationCenter.
The Peer super-class offers only the functionality of storing key-value pairs (either on disk, or in
memory) and defines the necessary data required to interface with the PeerManager class. The
PeerManager implements peer-management and assists in inter-peer message passing. In order to
start a peer instance, one must send a Start notification to the PeerManager instance. The
notification's parameter defines the requested peer protocol, its ID and other protocol-specific
parameters required to initialize and "boot" the new peer. The PeerManager observes all peer-defined
RPC types for the unknownDestination destination. Thus, it intercepts all notifications that can not
reach a local peer and must travel through the network. By knowing about peer-to-peer addressing
specifics, it extracts the remote peer's actual network address from the notification and transforms the
message in order to be delivered by the CommunicatorProxy. The PeerManager helps in maintaining
the notification abstraction for peer communication and is needed even if the PeerPlatform hosts only
a single peer instance.
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Figure 7: Notifications can be send over the network to other physical nodes via the
Communicator Proxy
Many functions implemented in peers require a generic mechanism for setting alarms after a specified
period of time or at a predefined moment in the future. Timeouts are supported by the AlarmRegistry
class, which allows relative or absolute scheduling of notifications, as shown in Figure 8. The
AlarmRegistry instance listens for Register or Unregister notifications for the AlarmRegistry
destination. When registering an alarm, one must provide an ID that uniquely names the action (used
for overwriting or unregistering timeouts), the moment to trigger the alarm, along with the name,
destination and parameter of the resulting notification. When the timer expires, a notification is posted
using the same source that registered the alarm request, as shown in Figure 9. Note that one can
implement periodic functions, by registering the same alarm that triggered the function every time the
latter is called.
The AlarmRegistry functionality is essential for orchestrating large peer-to-peer experimental
deployments. An "experiment generator" outputs a set of commands that should run over time commands that either start/stop peers, or request data operations from specific peer instances.
Having initialized PeerPlatform instances in numerous physical machines, one can use the
CommunicatorProxy and AlarmRegistry classes to schedule the experiment and collect results.

Figure 8: A thread can post notifications with destination the Alarm Registry in order to
simulate timeouts
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Figure 9: A timer expires in the Alarm Registry and a notification for a new peer creation
is sent over the network via the Communicator Proxy
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2.3. Indexing and Search over Multiple Attributes
The Metadata service in the Gredia platform will provide an advanced search mechanism among the
stored annotations of the actual data items. Each data item will be described by a set of metadata
attributes defined by the Metadata schema. The values of these attributes are included in the so
called “metadata file”. Each “metadata file” is stored in our Kademlia-based Metadata overlay and the
Metadata service is responsible for storing, locating and retrieving these metadata files.
In order to ensure the efficiency of the search mechanism and fast responses, we are implementing
an indexing scheme. The indexing procedure is performed by the Metadata service during the
insertion of a file to a system. The different types of attributes to be indexed lead us to the
implementation of multidimensional indexing.
Our approach to support multi-dimensional queries is based on the fundamental property of Space
Filling Curves (SFCs). A SFC continuously maps a compact interval to a d-dimensional space and
vice versa. SFCs preserve locality, so that points in the 1-dimensional space are mapped to close
points in the d-dimensional space.

The SFCs are utilized in the Metadata overlay in the partition strategy of metadata files among peers
in the Metadata overlay, so as the search mechanism to support queries on multiple attributes. The
most important attributes of this schema are indexed. Our main objective is to take the combination
of values to be indexed into account during the construction of the key.
We are currently developing the multidimensional indexing technique. The set of d-attributes to be
indexed forms a d-dimensional space. Each point in this space represents a combination of values of
indexed attributes. The points of the d-dimensional space are mapped down to a single dimension
through the Hilbert SFC. The result is the partitioning of the d-dimensional space into 2kd cells, which
in turn are mapped through the SFC to 2kd intervals in the single dimension. For example, let us
suppose that we choose the attributes title, author and keyword to be indexed. In this case, a 3dimensional space is formed. A point in this space a metadata file containing the values “title = New
Year’s Celebration” and “author = Smith” and “keyword = New York”. In the Description of the
Middleware Architecture (D2.1), we have presented a Metadata schema for the annotation of media
and banking content and we are going to use these attributes in our indexing scheme.
The d-dimensional space is divided in d-cubes that are mapped to intervals of the SFC. Without loss of
generality, each hypercube is considered to be a point of the d-dimensional space and the
corresponding interval in the SFC to be the point of the single dimension. A basic property of the
Space Filling curves is that they can be produced recursively. The factor k is called approximation
order of the SFC and indicates the number of recursions and thus how much the d-cubes and intervals
are limited to points.
In Figure 11, the primitive Hilbert SFC for mapping points of a 2-dimensional space to a single
dimension is shown. The 2-dimensional space is divided in four squares and the SFC passes through
each square only once. The curve starts at a corner of a square and ends at one of the two
neighboring corners of the square. There are four undirected primitive curves facing south, north,
west and east as shown in Figure 10. Each one of them can be traversed in two directions: clockwise
and counterclockwise, which lead to a total of eight Hilbert directed primitive curves in the 2dimensional space.

Figure 10: The Hilbert undirected primitive curves
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The Hilbert curve can be approximated in a higher order by a combination of the primitive curves
properly oriented and connected. The Second and Third Order Hilbert curve along with the
corresponding First Order curve are depicted in Figure 11. During each recursion for producing a SFC
of higher approximation, each square and its corresponding line interval have been further subdivided.
In each square, the properly oriented primitive curves have been placed, so as the adjacency property
to be preserved everywhere. If this process continues to infinity, then for any arbitrary point in a
square, there is a unique infinite sequence of nested squares for which this point is its limit. Since the
curve passes through every point in the square once and once only, it is said to be space filling. The
curve is also continuous everywhere and nowhere differentiable.

Figure 11: The first, second and third approximation of the Hilbert SFC
The basic issues concerning the utilization of the Space Filling curve for multidimensional indexing and
addressed in our framework are:
•

The mapping of the coordinates of a point in the d-dimensional space to its position in the SFC

•

The mapping of a point in the SFC to the coordinates of the corresponding point in the ddimensional space

•

The traversing of the curve in order to enumerate the points of the d-dimensional space along the
SFC and to find adjacent points

The mapping of a point in the d-dimensional space to its position in the SFC and vice versa is not
simple and the difficulty increases analogously to the number of dimensions. The production of the
SFC can be performed either no-recursively by using circular shift and exclusive-or-operations on
bytes or recursively by using state machines. In the recursive generation of a SFC, the extension of
the algorithm to higher dimensional spaces is non-trivial.
The derived values in the single dimension represent the keyset of the Kademlia-based DHT overlay.
Each key is kd bits long and each node in the overlay manages data in one contiguous range of the
SFC. Nodes and (key, value) pairs are considered to be the leaves of the tree structure in the
Kademlia DHT, while each node knows how to find better nodes near its location in the tree and
stores items closer to its corresponding leaf.
When the Metadata service is called to insert a metadata file in the overlay, the described procedure
is followed: The values of the indexed attributes are the coordinates of the point in the d-dimensional
space. These coordinates are given as inputs to the algorithm that produces a derived key using the
mapping provided by the Hilbert SFC. Afterwards, the <SFC_key, metadata file> pair is inserted in the
Metadata overlay with the “get” API-call of the implemented Kademlia protocol. Both the produced
key and the metadata file are given as inputs. The node that starts the store procedure searches the
network in several steps, approaching with each step nodes closer to the specific SFC key. Afterwards,
the value is stored at these nodes. The notion of distance between points in the identifier space is
defined by a XOR metric. The symmetric features of this metric allow Kademlia participants to receive
lookup queries from precisely the same distribution of nodes, contained in their routing tables. Both
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node Ids and keys ki are treated as leaves of the Kademlia binary tree. Each node's position in the tree
is determined by the shortest unique prefix of its Id.
The search of a metadata file requires knowing the exact key used during the insertion of the
metadata file in the DHT. This knowledge is acquired by using the SFC method. Therefore, the values
of the attributes for the searched metadata file are given as input to the algorithm that maps the
coordinates of a point to the derived key. The output is the SFC_key that was used during the
insertion phase of the specific metadata file. The node instructed to lookup the specific metadata file
in the network issues alpha parallel queries to the kappa closest nodes it is aware of. The system wide
parameter kappa also specifies the number of copies maintained for each data item, and controls the
size of routing tables in peers. The node continues the process until the kappa closest nodes to the
target key are found. Then, the node starts the procedure of retrieving the specified value with the
“get” API.
An example of inserting a metadata file in the Metadata overlay is shown in Figure 13. There are two
different attributes to be indexed forming a 2-dimensional space. For simplicity of the example, the
representation of the coordinates uses two bits only. In this case there are four different values in
each dimension. However, this is not a constraint because the number of values in each dimension
increases in higher approximations of the curve. We also assume, without loss of generality, that the
variable kappa indicating the replication factor is equal to two, namely two replicas of the metadata
file are created during its insertion in the Metadata overlay. Each data item is stored in the two closest
nodes based on the XOR metric of the Kademlia protocol. The key ki for each metadata file is
produced through mapping of the attributes' values of the 2-dimensional space on a single dimension
using the SFC. The produced key along with its value, which in our case is the metadata file, are
inserted in the Metadata overlay using the “put” API of our implementation.
In the example illustrated in Figure 13, the user wants to store Metadata File 1 in the Metadata
overlay. Let us assume that the values of the attributes to be indexed are (11, 01). As shown in Figure
12, the mapping algorithm generates the key k1=<1100>. This key is produced by the mapping of the
points in the 2-dimensional space in a Second Order Hilbert SFC. Hence, the assigned key to this
Metadata file is the key k1.

Figure 12: The First and Second Order Hilbert Curve
Then, a STORE RPC of the Kademlia protocol is triggered through the “put” API and the metadata file
is routed towards the nodes with Ids close to k1. The node that starts the Store procedure sends
parallel asynchronous FIND_NODE commands to alpha nodes with close IDs to the derived key. These
nodes are included in its routing table. Nodes receiving a FIND_NODE RPC should reply with a list of
at most kappa closest peers to the given ID. The requesting node will collect these results, merge
them in a list and sort them by distance from the key. This process is repeated until the two closest
nodes to k1 are found, namely nodes with IDs <1101> and <1111> according to the Kademlia tree
presented in Figure 13. Afterwards, the <k1, Metadata File 1> pair is copied to these peers via STORE
RPCs.
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Figure 13: Storing and Indexing metadata files in the Metadata Overlay
A similar process is followed in order metadata files containing the combination of values (11, 01) to
be found. In this case, the key corresponding to the Metadata file containing these values should be
known in order the lookup in the overlay to start. The key is defined again by the algorithm mapping
the point in space to the SFC and lookup start for key with value <1100>. Afterwards, the node
initiates a similar query loop using FIND_VALUES RPCs requesting either the Metadata File
corresponding to this key or a list of at most kappa nodes close to the key. When a list of nodes is
returned, then FIND_VALUES RPCs are sent to these nodes as well. These procedure stops
immediately when a value is returned or when the kappa closest peers have replied and no value is
found.
The implementation issues under consideration in this phase concentrate in the following aspects: At
first, the algorithm that generates the mappings from the multidimensional space to the SFC should
be extended so that ranges of values in one or more dimensions will be mapped in adjacent intervals
or subintervals in the SFC. This enhancement will favor the processing of range queries during their
routing in the overlay. On the other hand, the enumeration of points in an interval of the SFC involves
great complexity and this complexity increases proportionally to the number of dimensions. Another
issue to be addressed is the allowed number of different values in each dimension, which depends on
the order of the SFC approximation, namely the k factor of the curve. In general, the length of the
produced key depends on the number of the dimensions and the approximation level of the curve.
The number of different values in each dimension depends on the k factor. Since the length of the
produced key should be predefined, the k factor would be predefined as well and therefore the
number of different values in each dimension. We are going to use a high approximation of the SFC in
order the representation of numerous values to be allowed. However, further investigation may be
needed in case that the possible values of an attribute are disproportional to the values in the others
indexed attributes.
Moreover, in DHT-based systems, the even distribution of load among nodes is critical for their
performance. Traditional DHT systems deal with this problem by using a hash function in order to
achieve random generation of keys. The random hashing of nodes means that each node is
responsible for just a small interval of the address space (between itself and the next node), while the
random mapping of items means that roughly the same number of item gets Ids belonging to the
interval of the address space owned by each node. On the other hand, the multidimensional indexing
with SFCs aims to preserve locality. This feature along with the heterogeneity of nodes in terms of
storage capacity and bandwidth will probably be a negative impact in the load distribution and it will
be taken under consideration.
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2.4. Data transfer Layer
The purpose of this layer is to provide a data transfer mechanism that effectively deals with large file
uploads and downloads, even when numerous requests rely on a single data source, maximizing
bandwidth utilization. The proposed solution, GridTorrent, constitutes a decentralized approach that,
unlike GridFTP, takes advantage of an incentive-sharing policy to boost aggregate transfer
throughput. This section provides a short description of the GridFTP and the BitTorrent protocols,
upon which the proposed mechanism is based, along with a thorough presentation of the design and
current implementation status of GridTorrent.

2.4.1. GridFTP
GridFTP, a protocol defined by the Global Grid Forum, constitutes a fundamental building block of the
Data Grid architecture, addressing the issue of data transfer among grid nodes. Modern Grid
middleware distributions like the Globus Toolkit include the GridFTP service, as it has become an
integral part of the Grid infrastructure. It extends the standard FTP protocol by introducing features
like Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) and third-party control of data transfer. The later provides the
ability to a user or an application at one site to initiate, monitor and control a data transfer operation
between two other “parties”, the source and destination sites for the data transfer. This is achieved
through the separation between the control and data channel. An additional extension supports both
manual setting and automatic negotiation of TCP buffer sizes, so as to optimize the transfer of large
files and large sets of small files.
However, the techniques adopted by the Grid community over the past years in this direction have
evolved significantly. The most widespread solution currently deployed on the Grid, is the Globus
Striped GridFTP protocol [3], included in the current release of the Globus Toolkit 4 [2]. The new
features added to GridFTP enable transfer of data striped or interleaved across multiple servers,
partial file transfer, meaning transfer of file portions rather than the complete file and parallel data
transfer using multiple TCP streams in parallel, not only between a single source and destination, but
also between each of the multiple servers participating in a striped transfer.
Even so, the GridFTP protocol is based on the client – server model, inflicting all the undesirable
characteristics of centralized techniques, such as server overload, the existence of a single point of
failure and the inability to cope with flash crowds. However, the Replica Location Service can be
exploited to optimize the data movement services. Through replica-aware algorithms, data movement
services can take advantage of multiple replicas to boost aggregate transfer throughput. We argue
that the centralized approach used may reach its limits, when the number of potential downloaders
and the volume of data increase in several orders of magnitude (e.g., flush crowds).

2.4.2. The BitTorrent Protocol
BitTorrent [1] is a peer-to-peer protocol that allows clients to download files from multiple sources
while uploading them to other users at the same time, rather than obtaining them from a central
server. This cooperative and reciprocally altruistic strategy is termed in the bibliography as “tit-for-tat”
policy. Its goal is to minimize download time for large, popular files and reduce the load on servers
that serve these files as well.
The BitTorrent scenario is depicted in Figure 14. Prior to distribution, a file is divided in chunks, called
pieces, typically of 256kB each. Each piece is further divided into multiple blocks, usually 32kB each.
Clients can exploit this fragmentation by simultaneously downloading blocks from many sources. For
integrity reasons, imposed by this extended fragmentation, a hash is kept for every piece. This
information, along with other, file-related information like file size, is stored in a metainfo file, created
by the content provider and identified by the extension “.torrent”.
At bootstrap, a client first retrieves the metainfo file, usually from a well known web site, and extracts
the fragmentation policy and the URL of the tracker. The tracker service is responsible for holding
information concerning the peers involved in a file transaction. Upon connection to the corresponding
tracker, the client receives a random list of peers that are currently downloading or uploading the file.
Peers can be in two states, either the seed state, when they already possess the whole file and they
are just serving pieces of the content or the leecher state, i.e., they are still downloading pieces. From
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that point on, the client is responsible to establish connections to those peers and decide all the data
movements based on local information.
2.4.2.1 Piece Selection Strategy
Upon establishing a new connection, the first message transmitted by the peer attempting to
download from a remote peer is the handshake message, which contains information required to
initiate a connection, like the protocol name, the hash that identifies the file in question and the
unique peer identifier (to avoid duplicate connections). The remote peer responds and the connection
is established.
After the handshake has taken place, the involved peers exchange bitfield messages, informing one
another of the pieces they possess. Based on this information, each peer constructs and maintains a
list with the pieces each connected peer has, and forms a set of rarest pieces based on the number of
their copies. This list is updated every time a have message is received. This type of message is sent
by a peer each time a piece is obtained, notifying its neighbors of its new acquisition. The set formed
this way enables peers to apply a local rarest-first policy when selecting the next piece to request, in
order to improve availability and ensure uniform distribution of the pieces. After having determined
the piece to request, the peer issues a request message for a specific block inside the piece to the
peer that obtains it and waits to receive the actual block, wrapped as a piece message.
2.4.2.2 Peer Selection Policy
The effectiveness of BitTorrent relies on its built-in incentive mechanism, the choking algorithm. It is
essentially a peer selection algorithm that poses a limit on the number of concurrent uploads, typically
set to 4, and gives priority to the peers with the best upload rates. Once per rechoke period, typically
every 10 seconds, each peer recalculates the upload rates of its neighbors and decides which peers to
“choke” and which to “unchoke”, meaning which peers to upload to for the duration of that period.
More specifically, the peer orders all leechers according to their upload rate to the local peer. The local
peer takes into account only the peers that are interested in a piece that the local peer has, and
additionally, it ignores leechers that have not sent any data in the last 30 seconds, considering itself
snubbed. The peer then unchokes the N fastest uploaders through a regular unchoke, and chokes all
the rest. Thus, the protocol avoids free-riders, namely peers that download without contributing to the
system, since such peers will be choked by others.
Furthermore, an additional peer is randomly unchoked once every third rechoke period, by means of
an optimistic unchoke. Optimistic unchokes serve two purposes. They allow continuous evaluation of
the upload contributions of all peers in the peer ser, in an effort to discover better partners. They also
enable new peers that do not have any pieces yet to bootstrap into the torrent by giving them some
first pieces without requiring reciprocation.
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Figure 14: BitTorrent scenario.
2.4.2.3 BitTorrent Messages
During a file download, peers communicate with each other via the exchange of messages. All
messages in the protocol take the form of <length prefix><message ID><payload>. The length
prefix is a four byte big-endian value. The message ID is a single decimal character. The payload is
message dependent.
1. keep-alive: <len=0000>
The keep-alive message is a message with zero bytes, specified with the length prefix set to zero.
There is no message ID and no payload. Peers may close a connection if they receive no messages
(keep-alive or any other message) for a certain period of time, so a keep-alive message must be
sent to maintain the connection alive if no commands have been sent for a given amount of time. This
amount of time is generally two minutes.
2. choke: <len=0001><id=0>
The choke message is fixed-length and has no payload.
3. unchoke: <len=0001><id=1>
The unchoke message is fixed-length and has no payload.
4. interested: <len=0001><id=2>
The interested message is fixed-length and has no payload.
5. not interested: <len=0001><id=3>
The not interested message is fixed-length and has no payload.
6. have: <len=0005><id=4><piece index>
The have message is fixed length. The payload is the zero-based index of a piece that has just been
successfully downloaded and verified via the hash.
7. bitfield: <len=0001+X><id=5><bitfield>
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The bitfield message may only be sent immediately after the handshaking sequence is completed,
and before any other messages are sent. It is optional, and need not be sent if a client has no pieces.
The bitfield message has variable length, where X is the length of the bitfield. The payload is a
bitfield representing the pieces that have been successfully downloaded. The high bit in the first byte
corresponds to piece index 0. Bits that are cleared indicate a missing piece, and set bits indicate a
valid and available piece. Spare bits at the end are set to zero.
8. request: <len=0013><id=6><index><begin><length>
The request message is fixed length, and is used to request a block. The payload contains the
following information:
index: integer specifying the zero-based piece index
begin: integer specifying the zero-based byte offset within the piece
length: integer specifying the requested length.
9. piece: <len=0009+X><id=7><index><begin><block>
The piece message is variable length, where X is the length of the block. The payload contains the
following information:
index: integer specifying the zero-based piece index
begin: integer specifying the zero-based byte offset within the piece
block: block of data, which is a subset of the piece specified by index.
10. cancel: <len=0013><id<=8><index><begin><length>
The cancel message is fixed length, and is used to cancel block requests. The payload is identical to
that of the "request" message. It is typically used during "End Game" (see the Algorithms section
below).
11. port: <len=0003><id=9><listen-port>
The port message is sent by newer versions of BitTorrent that implement a DHT tracker. The listen
port is the port this peer's DHT node is listening on. This peer should be inserted in the local routing
table (if DHT tracker is supported).
2.4.2.4 Protocol Extensions
At this point, we mention some official protocol extensions included in the official BitTorrent client.
Endgame Mode
When a download is almost complete, there's a tendency for the last few blocks to trickle in slowly. To
overcome this issue, the client sends requests for all of its missing blocks to all of its neighbor peers.
To avoid inefficiency, the client also sends a cancel message to everyone else each time a block
arrives.
Anti-snubbing
Sometimes, a peer happens to get choked by all peers it was formerly downloading from. In such
cases, it achieves poor download rates until the optimistic unchoke finds better peers. To mitigate this
issue, the peer assumes it is snubbed by a peer, when a minute goes by without getting any piece
data by that peer. When a peer assumes itself snubbed by another, it refuses to upload to it, unless it
is an optimistic unchoke. This results in more than one optimistic unchokes, which offer the snubbed
peer more chances of recovering the download rate.
“Trackerless” BitTorrent
The latest version of the BitTorrent client replaces the tracker service with a Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) for dynamically locating the peers that participate in a file transaction. A peer implementing this
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protocol becomes a "tracker" and stores lists of other nodes/peers which can be used to locate new
peers.

2.4.3. GridTorrent
In the context of the GREDIA project, file transfers will be conducted using GridTorrent, a gridenabled, Peer-to-Peer mechanism that allows the aggregate data transfer throughput to escalate and
effectively copes with flash crowds. After presenting the architectural overview of the mechanism, we
delve into the details of the algorithm and the implementation.
2.4.3.1 Overview
GridTorrent is an implementation of the popular BitTorrent protocol, designed to interface and
integrate with well-defined and deployed Data Grid components and protocols (e.g. GridFTP, RLS).
Just like BitTorrent, GridTorrent is based on peer-to-peer techniques that allow clients to download
files from multiple sources while uploading them to other users at the same time. By dividing files into
pieces and blocks, GridTorrent can combine the best out of the two protocols:
•

It exploits BitTorrent's piece selection strategy and its built-in incentive mechanism, thus providing
an optimized data transfer service.

•

It takes advantage of the striped version of GridFTP protocol, as it has the ability to directly
communicate with GridFTP servers, thus being backwards compatible.

In short, GridTorrent works as follows (Figure 15): A request to GridTorrent for a file triggers a query
to the Distributed Replica Location Service. This procedure is repeated periodically, in order to detect
any changes in the locations of file replicas or of any joins or departures of nodes. The file can be
located in GridFTP servers or GridTorrent seeds or leechers, following the BitTorrent terminology. This
is indicated by the prefix of the file’s PFN, which reveals the supported protocol. For GridTorrent
peers, the file urls stored in the DRLS are of the following form:
gtp://site.fully.qualified.domain.name/path/to/file
One advantage of the proposed modification is the use of already implemented features to model our
solution, preserving the backwards compatibility of the existing Grid Architecture. The extra data
stored in the DRLS are by default ignored by existing applications that cannot recognize it. If an
application cannot translate the GridTorrent URL, it will simply ignore the corresponding replica.
Upon receiving the list of peers, GridTorrent acts according to the protocol prefix of the PFN. If it
concerns a GridTorrent client, the two involved peers initiate communication following the BitTorrent
protocol specifications. In case the remote peer is a GridFTP server, the local peer considers it a seed
and moreover does not need to exchange BitTorrent messages. As for the downloading technique, the
client issues a GridFTP partial get message for the data within the specific block it intends to
download, determined by the local rarest-first piece selection policy.
Another significant feature is that GridTorrent is fully compliant with Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI).
The user is offered the possibility to choose the security level of his transfers, by defining whether he
requires or not user authentication, integrity check or data encryption.
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Figure 15: GridTorrent scenario.
2.4.3.2 Design
The fundamental components of the GridTorrent mechanism are the following:
The RLSManager, a component that communicates with the Distributed Replica Location Service
layer to acquire required information. After contacting the DRLS component, it receives some
information concerning the file, namely the file size, the piece size and a string with the concatenation
of the piece hashes. Dividing the file size with the piece size, the program calculates the number of
pieces the file is divided in. The hashing of the pieces is performed using the SHA1 coding, resulting in
20 bytes long hashes. Thus, to find the hash of piece i, the program reads 20 bytes with offset i*20.
Finally it receives the list of peers currently participating in a file transaction and passes it to the
PeerManager.
The PeerManager is the component that handles all the communication with other GridTorrent or
GridFTP enabled peers. It is the core component that establishes connections with other peers,
designates the peer and piece selection strategies and manages all open connections.
The DiskManager manages all disk I/O for storing and retrieving files. The DiskManager is also
responsible for verifying the correctness of the file by comparing the SHA1 of each downloaded piece
against the SHA1 provided by the DRLS.
The GTPConnection represents the peer in its transactions with a specific GridTorrent peer. It is a
thread created by the ConnectionManager upon connecting to a remote peer following the GridTorrent
protocol. This thread handles the communication with the remote peer, including handshake and
exchange of BitTorrent messages. In case the remote peer is a GridFTP server, the thread triggered is
the GFTPConnection, whose responsibility is to issue partial GridFTP messages and receive the
blocks sent by the GridFTP server. So, finally, the ConnectionManager handles as many
GTPConnection and GTFPConnection threads as the number of open connections to GridTorrent or
GridFTP peers respectively.
The Server class is the class that implements the “server” side of the P2P mechanism: The peer is
listening for new connections in a predefined port, typically form 6881 to 6889. Any new connection is
passed to the Connection Manager.
2.4.3.3 Deployment of the Extended Grid Security Infrastructure
In order guarantee security within the GREDIA environment, our data transfer mechanism must
implement the GREDIA eXtended Grid Security Infrastructure component (XGSI). Only authenticated
users should be considered trustworthy of serving or downloading a file fragment, and encryption
should be provided for the transfer of sensitive banking information. For the time being, GridFTP
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deploys the standard GSI mechanisms, in terms of authentication, integrity and encryption. A java
TCP socket is created and wrapped, along with the host credentials, as a grid-enabled socket. This is
performed when the plain socket passes through the createSocket method of the
GssSocketFactory of the globus GSI API. Thus, an appropriate socket is created, with respect to
the input parameters that enable encryption, message integrity, peer authentication or nothing at all,
according to the user’s preferences.
A prerequisite is of course the existence of a valid grid host certificate, which is necessary for the
authentication of the peer attempting to share files.
2.4.3.4 Parameter Configuration
The basic parameters of the GridTorrent protocol that have a great impact on the performance and
efficiency of the data transfer mechanism are the following:
Piece size: For the piece size, one must find the golden section between CPU and memory
consumption, and content propagation. When a piece size is small, more computational power is
needed for integrity check and more memory is necessary since the system maintains information for
each piece. Nevertheless, small pieces lead to a more efficient application of the tit-for-tat policy. In
our system, given that the files manipulated by the GREDIA platform are mainly multimedia files, the
piece size is chosen to be 256kB.
Block size: The block size plays a critical role in the system performance. A small block leaves more
room for parallelization, but introduces larger overhead due to the extended number of BitTorrent
messages needed, in order to orchestrate the download. On the other hand, large blocks minimize the
overhead, whilst reducing the grade of parallelization and the potential of fully exploiting the
bandwidth capacity. In our mechanism, the block size will be 32kB.
Number of concurrent uploads: This parameter is closely related to the upload capacity of each
participating peer. Obviously a news agency server has the ability to serve more concurrent uploads
than a mobile phone. Thus this parameter is configured according to the capabilities of the network
and of the device.
Maximum requests queued: A large queue accelerates the request procedure, as the peer does not
have to wait to determine the next block to download, and thus does not waste time and bandwidth.
Long queues, on the other hand, could potentially “trap” requests for blocks from slow serving peers,
since an already requested block cannot be requested twice, unless the first request is canceled. The
value chosen for our system is 4.
Maximum number of peer connections: The maximum number of peer connections is determined by
the download capacity of a peer. Typically it is set to 40.
Choking period: This parameter is set to 10 seconds, which is considered to be enough for a peer with
average bandwidth capacity to download at least one block.
Optimistic Unchoking period: Its value is 30 seconds, 3 times the choking period, in order to allow the
peer unchoked optimistically to obtain one or more pieces and improve its chances to be selected as a
regular unchoke.
Upload and Download statistic period: The refresh period for upload and download statistics should be
small enough to capture changes in the system, but not so small to allow a transient change to
tumble the system. In our system, the period is set equal to the optimistic unchoking period.
2.4.3.5 Implementation
Our GridTorrent prototype implementation is entirely written in Java 1.5. The GridTorrent client has
bindings with Globus Toolkit 4 libraries (Java CoG kit 4, [4]) and exploits the Grid Security
Infrastructure API, the GridFTP client API and the Replica Location Service API.
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2.4.3.6 Preliminary Results
Although GridTorrent is evolving work, preliminary experiment results indicate notable improvement in
the average transfer rate for large data files in WAN network conditions. Figure 16 summarizes these
results, presenting the minimum, maximum and average completion time in seconds when distributing
a file to a constant set of nodes. More precisely, having a GridFTP server running on a node, we
invoked concurrent file transfers to 16 client nodes of our testbed, first using GridFTP and then using
GridTorrent, and measured the total completion time. This experiment was conducted for file sizes
varying from 16 MB to 512 MB.

Figure 16: Minimum, maximum and average time required for 16 independent
downloaders to transfer a file using either GridFTP or GridTorrent.
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2.5. Grid Middleware Services
2.5.1. Overview
In this chapter we describe the service-oriented approach that has been implemented for the
purposes of the project. In order to support interoperability, a set of Grid Services has been developed
and its interface has been provided to the involving parties. During the service development phase,
we have used the Eclipse Framework with the Grid Development Tools Plugin (Mage).
The services that were created, according to the system architecture, are mainly two: The Data
Service and the Metadata service. Each one interacts with the corresponding middleware layer: the
Data Storage and the metadata storage overlay, as it is depicted in Figure 2.
These services provide an interface to other Gredia components to interact with the Data middleware.
Our WSRF approach gives us the opportunity to provide a generic and simple WSDL described API to
other gredia components that hides the complexity of the underlying middleware.

2.5.2. Implementation Issues
We are currently under development of the final prototype, and as of this, the underlying overlays are
not completed yet. To facilitate integration, the created services were developed with dummy
implementations. The implementation of the communication between the client and the server
component using XML SOAP over HTTPS messages has been completed.
The data client component can actually invoke file transfers (uploads/downloads) using the provided
API of the DataService. What is more, we provide both synchronous and asynchronous APIs for file
transfers, as these may be time-consuming operations, and may block the execution of the client
code. We are currently using GridFTP on the client side to perform file transfers, but this will be
replaced with GridTorrent at the final prototype, in a seamless way. After a successful file upload, the
DataService returns a unique id of the uploaded file to the client. This id is currently created using an
SQL database, until the implementation of the hashing mechanism of the DRLS peer to peer overlay
has been completed.
Similarly, the metadata client component can invoke operations at the “dummy” metadata overlay.
The search and saveMetaData operations that were described in the D2.1 deliverable have been
implemented. What is more, the MetaDataService performs an XML Validation on the metadata
provided by the client, to ensure its compliance with the XSD schema that was defined in the D2.1.

2.5.3. Package Overview
In this section we give a brief description of the implemented middleware packages.
Package Name

Package Classes
Data

gredia

MetaData
DbUtils
MetaDataUtils
CustomDataClient

Gredia.client

DataClient
DataTransfer
MetaDataClient

Gredia.impl

DataNamespaces
DataResource

Description
Contains general purpose helper
classes, along with the interface of the
Data and MetaDataService. This
interface is used by the Java2WSDL
Axis plugin to create the WSDL files.
Implementation of Apache Axis clients
for the Data and MetaData service.
We have developed Java classes for
proof of concept, but the client can be
language independent.
Actual implementation of the
DataService/DataResource and
MetaDataService/MetaDataResource
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Package Name

Package Classes
DataResourceHome
DataService

Description
pairs. Contains the actions taken by
the server during client invocations.

MetaDataNamespaces
MetaDataResource
MetaDataResourceHome
MetaDataService
CreateResource
CreateResourceResponse
DataPortType
Gredia.dataService.st
ubs

Java classes that are wrappers of the
XML SOAP stub messages that are
exchanged between the server and
the client during dataService calls.

DataResourceProperties
GetData
GetDataResponse
SaveData
SaveDataResponse

Gredia.dataService.st
ubs.bindings

Gredia.dataService.st
ubs.service

DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub

Implementation of a class for creation
of dataPortType XML SOAP stub
messages.

DataService

Classes that control the lifecycle of a
DataService/DataResource pair.

DataServiceAddressing
DataServiceAddressingLocator
DataServiceLocator
CreateResource
CreateResourceResponse
MetaDataPortType

Gredia.metaDataSer
vice.stubs

MetaDataResourceProperties

Java classes that are wrappers of the
XML SOAP stub messages that are
exchanged between the server and
the client during metaDataService
calls.

SaveMetaData
SaveMetaDataResponse
Search
SearchResponse

Gredia.metaDataSer
vice.stubs.bindings

Gredia.metaDataSer
vice.stubs.service

MetaDataPortTypeSOAPBinding
Stub

Implementation of a class for creation
of metaDataPortType XML SOAP stub
messages.

MetaDataService

Classes that control the lifecycle of a
MetaDataService/MetaDataResource
pair.

MetaDataServiceAddressing
MetaDataServiceAddressingLoca
tor
MetaDataServiceLocator
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2.5.4. Package classes
In this section we provide a detailed description of the implemented java classes.
2.5.4.1 Package name : gredia
Class Data

Here the main operations of the DataService
Plugin to create the appropriate WSDL files.

are defined. This class is used by the Mage

Method Detail

saveData
Parameters:
fileUrl Returns:
the unique id created by the Data overlay

getData
Parameters:
currentId Returns:
the url of the requested file

public class DbUtils extends java.lang.Object
A helper class for database access. This will be replaced in the final prototype with the
class to access the RDLS peer to peer overlay.

Constructor Summary
DbUtils()
DbUtils(java.lang.String
Host,
java.lang.String Password)

java.lang.String

Database,

Method Detail
public java.lang.String saveUrl(java.lang.String fileUrl)
Parameters:
fileUrl Returns:
a unique id of the stored file

public java.lang.String getUrlFromUid(int uid)
Parameters:
uid Returns:
The url of the file for download

Class MetaData

java.lang.String

Username,
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Method Detail

saveMetaData
This method validates the client provided xml metadata against the xml schema, and if it is
compliant, it inserts them in the metadata overlay

Parameters:
xmlMetadata -

search
This method performs a search in the metadata overlay. The query is given by the user in an
XML form, and the results are returned in an XML document
Parameters:
xmlQuery -

public class MetaDataUtils extends java.lang.Object
Helper class that contains methods to validate xml against xsd definitions

Method Detail
public static void validateMetaData(org.w3c.dom.Document metadata)
throws org.xml.sax.SAXException,
java.io.IOException
Parameters:
metadata -

2.5.4.2 package name : Gredia.client
public class CustomDataClient extends java.lang.Object
This is the main client class to access the WSRF enabled Data Server. It provides the basic
put/get primitives for file operations The DataClient class is used to perform get/put
operations with the RDLS and the GridFtpClient class is used to make the actual transfer

Constructor Summary
CustomDataClient(java.lang.String hostName)
This constructor takes as a parameter the FQDN of the Data Server

Method Detail

public java.lang.String getNewId()
When the user that wants to upload a file uses the getRemoteStream method to upload a
file, a unique Id of the uploaded file is created. this is the method that the user must call
immediately after the upload, to get the created Id
Returns:
the newId

public java.io.InputStream getRemoteStreamForReading(int currentId)
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Returns an Input stream to the local file system of the user that wants to download a file
from the Data Server. This method is preferred for large file downloads, as it does not block
the code execution.
Parameters:
currentId - The unique Id of the file the user wants to download
Returns:

public java.io.OutputStream getRemoteStreamForWriting(java.lang.String localFilePath)
This method is used to upload a file in a data Server where the user wants to upload a
file. This method is prefered for large file uploads, as it does not block the code execution.
Parameters:
localFilePath - The location of the file for upload in the client file system
Returns:
an Output stream to the remote file system of the Data Server

public java.lang.String getHostName()

public java.lang.String saveData(java.lang.String localFilePath)
throws java.rmi.RemoteException
The basic put primitive used to upload a file in the data server. This method is
synchronous, that is, it blocks the code execution until the data is uploaded. It should not
be used for large file transfers.
Parameters:
localFilePath - the location in the users file system of the file for upload
Returns:
the unique id obtained by the rdls for the specific file that was uploaded
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - in case of error

public java.lang.String getData(int currentId,
java.lang.String destFilePath)
The basic Get primitive used to download a file from the remote data server to the user's
file system
Parameters:
currentId - the unique id of the file, which is used by the RDLS to find the actual
location of the remote file
destFilePath - the location in the users file system of the file for download
Returns:
the actual url of the remote file for upload
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public class DataClient extends java.lang.Object implements DataNamespaces
The client class that interacts with the DataService. This class can also be implemented using
different language, as long as it complies with the WSRF model.
Constructor Summary
DataClient(EndpointReferenceType epr, boolean useSecurity)
DataClient(java.lang.String instanceURI, boolean useSecurity)

Method Detail
public DataPortType getPort(java.lang.String instanceURI,
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Throws:
MalformedURIException
ServiceException
java.rmi.RemoteException

public java.lang.String saveData(java.lang.String fileUrl)
Parameters:
fileUrl Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public java.lang.String getData(int currentId)
Parameters:
currentId Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public
org.oasis.wsrf.properties.GetResourcePropertyResponse
getResourceProperty(javax.xml.namespace.QName getResourcePropertyRequest)
Throws:
org.oasis.wsrf.properties.InvalidResourcePropertyQNameFaultType
org.oasis.wsrf.properties.ResourceUnknownFaultType
java.rmi.RemoteException

public void writeEPRtoFile(java.lang.String eprFilename)
Throws:
SerializationException
java.io.IOException

public static EndpointReferenceType readEPRfromFile(java.lang.String eprFilename)
Throws:
DeserializationException
java.io.IOException

public class DataTransfer extends java.lang.Object
This class provides a wrapper for the client application to access the data transfer layer. In
the current prototype, the protocol that is used is the GridFtp protocol. In the next release
of the middleware this will be replaced by the gridtorrent protocol. The purpose of this class
is
to
provide
basic
synchronous
and
asynchronous
api
methods
to
perform
file
uploads/downloads. The exposed interface of this class will remain the same, only the
underlying mechanism will change at the next version of the middleware

Constructor Summary
DataTransfer(java.lang.String remoteHost)
Method Detail

public java.io.InputStream getRemoteStreamForReading(java.lang.String remoteFileUrl)
Parameters:
remoteFileUrl -
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Throws:
ClientException
ServerException
java.io.IOException

public java.io.OutputStream getRemoteStreamForWriting(java.lang.String localFilePath)
Parameters:
localFilePath Throws:
ServerException
ClientException
java.io.IOException

public void get(java.lang.String remoteFileUrl,
java.lang.String destFilePath)
Parameters:
remoteFileUrl destFilePath -

public void put(java.lang.String localFilePath)
Parameters:
localFilePath -

public class MetaDataClient extends java.lang.Object implements MetaDataNamespaces
Constructor Summary
MetaDataClient(EndpointReferenceType epr, boolean useSecurity)
MetaDataClient(java.lang.String instanceURI, boolean useSecurity)

Method Detail
public MetaDataPortType getPort(java.lang.String instanceURI,
boolean useSecurity)
Throws:
MalformedURIException
ServiceException
java.rmi.RemoteException

public void saveMetaData(org.w3c.dom.Document xmlMetadata)
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public org.w3c.dom.Document search(org.w3c.dom.Document xmlQuery)
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public
org.oasis.wsrf.properties.GetResourcePropertyResponse
getResourceProperty(javax.xml.namespace.QName getResourcePropertyRequest)
Throws:
org.oasis.wsrf.properties.InvalidResourcePropertyQNameFaultType
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org.oasis.wsrf.properties.ResourceUnknownFaultType
java.rmi.RemoteException

public void writeEPRtoFile(java.lang.String eprFilename)
Throws:
SerializationException
java.io.IOException

public static EndpointReferenceType readEPRfromFile(java.lang.String eprFilename)
Throws:
DeserializationException
java.io.IOException

2.5.4.3 package Gredia.impl
public class DataResource extends java.lang.Object implements DataNamespaces
This class is actually an implementation of the Resource interface.

Method Summary
java.lang.Object

Data

create()

getAnnotatedService()

java.lang.Object

getID()

ResourcePropertySet

getResourcePropertySet()

ResourceSecurityDescriptor

void

getSecurityDescriptor()

initialize()

public class DataResourceHome extends ResourceHomeImpl
This class extends the general class ResourceHomeImpl. Only this class can create DataResource
instances (something like a FactoryService). After the creation of the instance, a ResourceKey
is returned identifying this specific instance.

Method Summary
ResourceKey

create()

public class DataService extends java.lang.Object
This class contains the actual server-side implementation of the Data Service. It is WSRF
compliant, that is, it complies with the service/resource model. This class implements the
actions taken by the server during client side invocation. Following the SOAP model, method
invocations and return values are exchanged between the server and the client using XML SOAP
messages that are wrapped between java classes. These classes are contained in the
gredia.dataService.stubs package.

Method Detail

public CreateResourceResponse createResource(CreateResource request)
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This method contains the server side code that is executed after a client service
invocation. A DataResource is created, and the associated resourceKey is returned to the
client.
The
DataResource
is
created
using
the
DataResourceHome
class.
Only
the
DataResourceHome class can create instances of the DataResource class. These instances have
different resourceKeys, so there can exist multiple resources created by different clients or
services.

Parameters:
request Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public SaveDataResponse saveData(SaveData complexType)
This method contains the action taken by the server in a saveData call. Right now, a call
to a database is being made to get a unique id for the file for upload. In the final version,
the DRLS peer to peer is going to be used to get this unique id.
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public GetDataResponse getData(GetData complexType)
This method contains the action taken by the server in a getData call. Right now, a call
to a database is being made to get the URL that is mapped with the provided unique ID. In the
final version, the DRLS peer to peer is going to be queried to get this unique id.
Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException

public class MetaDataResource extends java.lang.Object implements MetaDataNamespaces
This class is actually an implementation of the Resource interface.

Method Summary
java.lang.Object

create()

MetaData

getAnnotatedService()

java.lang.Object

getID()

ResourcePropertySet

getResourcePropertySet()

ResourceSecurityDescriptor
void

getSecurityDescriptor()

initialize()

public class MetaDataResourceHome extends ResourceHomeImpl
This class extends the general class ResourceHomeImpl. Only this class can create
MetaDataResource instances (something like a FactoryService). After the creation of the
instance, a ResourceKey is returned identifying this specific instance.

Method Summary
ResourceKey

create()

public class MetaDataService extends java.lang.Object
This class contains the actual server-side implementation of the MetaData Service. It is WSRF
compliant, that is, it complies with the service/resource model. This class implements the
actions taken by the server during client side invocation. Following the SOAP model, method
invocations and return values are exchanged between the server and the client using XML SOAP
messages that are wrapped between java classes. These classes are contained in the
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gredia.metaDataService.stubs package. This class is similar to the DataService class, so we
will only summarize the implemented methods.

Method Summary
CreateResourceResponse

createResource(CreateResource request)

SaveMetaDataResponse saveMetaData(SaveMetaData complexType)
SearchResponse

search(Search complexType)

public interface MetaDataNamespaces
Here we define the xml namespaces that are used during client/server comunication with XMLSOAP messages
Field Summary
static javax.xml.namespace.QName

KEY

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RESOURCE_PROPERTIES

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RESOURCE_REFERENCE

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RP_SET

public interface DataNamespaces
Here we define the xml namespaces that are used during client/server comunication with XMLSOAP messages
Field Summary
static javax.xml.namespace.QName

KEY

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RESOURCE_PROPERTIES

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RESOURCE_REFERENCE

static javax.xml.namespace.QName

RP_SET

2.5.4.4 package Gredia.dataService.stubs
public class CreateResource extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is automatically generated using the WSDL file of the Data Service. It is a java
wrapper class of the SOAP message stub that the client must send to the DataService to create
a DataResource instance that is bounded to this service (following the service/resource model)
An instance of this class is a "CreateResource" SOAP message that the client sends to the
server to instanciate a DataResource. The server responds with a CreateResourceResponse SOAP
Message when it successfully creates this service/resource pair.

public class CreateResourceResponse extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is a java wrapper class of the server CreateResourceResponse SOAP Message when it
successfully creates this service/resource pair after a client request.

public class DataResourceProperties extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
Java wrapper of a SOAP message that is returned after a getDataResourceProperties request.

public class GetData extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is automatically generated using the WSDL file of the Data Service. It is a java
wrapper class of the SOAP message that the client must send to get the URL of a file for
download given its unique id number. An instance of this class is a "GetData" SOAP message
that is exchanged between the client and the server during a GetData client call. The server
responds with a GetDataResponse SOAP Message

public class GetDataResponse extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is automatically generated using the WSDL file of the Data Service. It is a java
wrapper class of the SOAP message that the server sends in response to a GetData message by
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the client. An instance of this class is a "GetDataResonse" message that is exchanged between
the client and the server during a GetData client call. This SOAP message encapsulates the
file url that matches the id given by the client.

public class SaveData extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is automatically generated using the WSDL file of the Data Service. It is a java
wrapper class of the SOAP message that the client must send to inform the server for a file
upload. It takes as a parameter the file name of the local client file. An instance of this
class is a "SaveData" message that the client sends to the server to invoke a saveData
operation

public class SaveDataResponse extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable
This class is automatically generated using the WSDL file of the Data Service. It is a java
wrapper class of the SOAP message that the server sends in response to a SaveData message by
the client. An instance of this class is a "SaveDataResonse" message that is exchanged between
the client and the server during a SaveData client call. This SOAP message encapsulates the
server created unique identifier of the uploaded file.

2.5.4.5 Package gredia.dataService.stubs.bindings
public class
DataPortType

DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub

extends

org.apache.axis.client.Stub

implements

A wrapper of a DataPortType SOAP message. With this class, DataPortType SOAP messages are
created and used by the DataClient class to manipulate DataService/DataResource instances,
according to the allowed operations described in the WSDL file

Constructor Summary
DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub()
DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub(javax.xml.rpc.Service service)
DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub(java.net.URL endpointURL, javax.xml.rpc.Service service)

Method Summary
CreateResourceResponse

createResource(CreateResource parameter)

GetDataResponse

getData(GetData parameters)

org.oasis.wsrf.properties.GetResourcePropertyResponse
getResourceProperty(javax.xml.namespace.QName getResourcePropertyRequest)

SaveDataResponse

saveData(SaveData parameters)

2.5.4.6 Package gredia.dataService.stubs.service
public
class
DataServiceAddressingLocator
DataServiceAddressing

extends

DataServiceLocator

implements

This class extends DataServiceLocator. This class is used by the DataClient to get a
DataPortType
java
object
from
which
it
can
interact
with
an
instance
of
a
DataService/DataResource Pair. In the getDataPortType method, the client must provide the
EndPointReference (EPR) which uniquely identifies the service/resource pair. If the provided
EPR does not correspond to an existing instance, a new is created and returned to the client.
A getDataPortTypePort call to the super class DataServiceLocator is being made (an instance of
this super class exists in the server side).

Method Summary
DataPortType
reference)

getDataPortTypePort(org.apache.axis.message.addressing.EndpointReferenceType
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public class DataServiceLocator extends org.apache.axis.client.Service implements DataService
This server side class is used to create instances of DataPortType interface. The created
classes are instances of the DataPortTypeSOAPBindingStub class. These instances are returned
to the DataClient and are used to manipulate instances of the DataService/DataResource Pairs.

Constructor Summary
DataServiceLocator()
DataServiceLocator(org.apache.axis.EngineConfiguration config)
DataServiceLocator(java.lang.String wsdlLoc, javax.xml.namespace.QName sName)

Method Summary
DataPortType

getDataPortTypePort()

DataPortType

getDataPortTypePort(java.net.URL portAddress)

java.lang.String

getDataPortTypePortAddress()

java.lang.String

getDataPortTypePortWSDDServiceName()

java.rmi.Remote

getPort(java.lang.Class serviceEndpointInterface)

For the given interface, get the stub implementation.

java.rmi.Remote
getPort(javax.xml.namespace.QName
serviceEndpointInterface)

portName,

java.lang.Class

For the given interface, get the stub implementation.

java.util.Iterator

getPorts()

javax.xml.namespace.QName

getServiceName()

void

setDataPortTypePortEndpointAddress(java.lang.String address)

void

setDataPortTypePortWSDDServiceName(java.lang.String name)

void

setEndpointAddress(javax.xml.namespace.QName portName, java.lang.String address)
Set the endpoint address for the specified port name.

void

setEndpointAddress(java.lang.String portName, java.lang.String address)
Set the endpoint address for the specified port name.

The
packages
Gredia.metaDataService.stubs,
Gredia.metaDataService.stubs.bindings
and
Gredia.metaDataService.stubs.service are similar to the previously described packages, and are
used to manipulate instances of the MetaDataService/MetaDataResource pair.
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2.5.5. WSDL definitions
2.5.5.1 Data.wsdl

Figure 17: DataService WSDL

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsdl:definitions
name="DataService"
targetNamespace="http://www.gredia.eu/Data"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:impl="http://www.gredia.eu/Data"
xmlns:intf="http://www.gredia.eu/Data"
xmlns:tns="http://www.gredia.eu/Data"
xmlns:wsa="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:wsdlpp="http://www.globus.org/namespaces/2004/10/WSDLPreprocessor"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:wsrp="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft-01.xsd"
xmlns:wsrpw="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft01.wsdl" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<wsdl:import
location="../../wsrf/properties/WS-ResourceProperties.wsdl"
namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft01.wsdl"/>
<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.3
Built on Oct 05, 2005 (05:23:37 EDT)-->
<wsdl:types>
<schema
elementFormDefault="qualified"
targetNamespace="http://www.gredia.eu/Data"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:rpns="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceLifetime-1.2-draft-01.xsd"
xmlns:tns="http://www.gredia.eu/Data" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:import
namespace="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing"
schemaLocation="../../ws/addressing/WS-Addressing.xsd"/>
<element name="saveData">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="fileUrl" type="xsd:string"/>
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</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="saveDataResponse">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="saveDataReturn" type="xsd:string"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="getData">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="currentId" type="xsd:int"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="getDataResponse">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="getDataReturn" type="xsd:string"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="createResource">
<complexType/>
</element>
<element name="createResourceResponse">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element ref="wsa:EndpointReference"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="DataResourceProperties">
<complexType>
<sequence/>
</complexType>
</element>
</schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message name="getDataRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:getData" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="getDataResponse">
<wsdl:part element="impl:getDataResponse" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
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<wsdl:message name="saveDataRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:saveData" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="saveDataResponse">
<wsdl:part element="impl:saveDataResponse" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType
name="DataPortType"
wsdlpp:extends="wsrpw:GetResourceProperty"
wsrp:ResourceProperties="tns:DataResourceProperties">
<wsdl:operation name="saveData">
<wsdl:input message="impl:saveDataRequest" name="saveDataRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:saveDataResponse" name="saveDataResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="getData">
<wsdl:input message="impl:getDataRequest" name="getDataRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:getDataResponse" name="getDataResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="createResource">
<wsdl:input message="impl:createResourceRequest" name="createResourceRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:createResourceResponse" name="createResourceResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:message name="createResourceRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:createResource" name="parameter"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="createResourceResponse">
<part element="impl:createResourceResponse" name="parameter"/>
</wsdl:message>
</wsdl:definitions>

2.5.5.2 MetaData.wsdl

Figure 18: MetaData service WSDL
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsdl:definitions
name="MetaDataService"
targetNamespace="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:impl="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData"
xmlns:intf="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData"
xmlns:tns="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData"
xmlns:wsa="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns:wsdlpp="http://www.globus.org/namespaces/2004/10/WSDLPreprocessor"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:wsrp="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft-01.xsd"
xmlns:wsrpw="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft01.wsdl" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<wsdl:import
location="../../wsrf/properties/WS-ResourceProperties.wsdl"
namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceProperties-1.2-draft01.wsdl"/>
<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.3
Built on Oct 05, 2005 (05:23:37 EDT)-->
<wsdl:types>
<schema
elementFormDefault="qualified"
targetNamespace="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:rpns="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsrf/2004/06/wsrf-WS-ResourceLifetime-1.2-draft-01.xsd"
xmlns:tns="http://www.gredia.eu/MetaData" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:import
namespace="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/03/addressing"
schemaLocation="../../ws/addressing/WS-Addressing.xsd"/>
<import namespace="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"/>
<element name="saveMetaData">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="xmlMetadata" type="apachesoap:Document"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="saveMetaDataResponse">
<complexType/>
</element>
<element name="search">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="xmlQuery" type="apachesoap:Document"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="searchResponse">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="searchReturn" type="apachesoap:Document"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="createResource">
<complexType/>
</element>
<element name="createResourceResponse">
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<complexType>
<sequence>
<element ref="wsa:EndpointReference"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</element>
<element name="MetaDataResourceProperties">
<complexType>
<sequence/>
</complexType>
</element>
</schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message name="saveMetaDataResponse">
<wsdl:part element="impl:saveMetaDataResponse" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="saveMetaDataRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:saveMetaData" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="searchResponse">
<wsdl:part element="impl:searchResponse" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="searchRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:search" name="parameters"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType
name="MetaDataPortType"
wsdlpp:extends="wsrpw:GetResourceProperty"
wsrp:ResourceProperties="tns:MetaDataResourceProperties">

<wsdl:operation name="saveMetaData">
<wsdl:input message="impl:saveMetaDataRequest" name="saveMetaDataRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:saveMetaDataResponse" name="saveMetaDataResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="search">
<wsdl:input message="impl:searchRequest" name="searchRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:searchResponse" name="searchResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="createResource">
<wsdl:input message="impl:createResourceRequest" name="createResourceRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="impl:createResourceResponse" name="createResourceResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:message name="createResourceRequest">
<wsdl:part element="impl:createResource" name="parameter"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="createResourceResponse">
<part element="impl:createResourceResponse" name="parameter"/>
</wsdl:message>
</wsdl:definitions>
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3.

Framework for intelligent Virtual Organizations

3.1. Overview
The major issues addressed by FiVO framework in the GREDIA project include:
 Provision of a unified semantic interface (at least at the service level) for discovery and
management of all aspects of a Virtual Organization (including its members, agreements,
resources, goals)
 Oriented strictly towards Service Oriented Architectures and Grid computing, thus assuming certain
requirements on the infrastructures of organizations willing to participate in Virtual Organizations
created on the GREDIA platform
 Allowing both static (manual) and dynamic (semi-automatic) creation and deployment of Virtual
Organizations aiming to pursue some goal
 Support legacy information systems by mediating semantic queries into proper standards in which
these systems are implemented
In overall the FiVO framework serves as a distributed system for negotiation, creating and managing
resources and services within Virtual Organizations spanning heterogeneous real organizations. This is
depicted in a sample deployment of FiVO framework within the GREDIA system in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Sample deployment of the FiVO components in a distributed GREDIA setting.
FiVO mechanisms are used to configure the security authentication and authorization layer used by a
given Virtual Organization. In case of GREDIA, authentication is performed by MyProxy and VOMS
components, which generate dynamically proxy Globus certificates based on valid user login and
password presented at the portal. After the contract between parties is negotiated, FiVO configures
the PERMIS authorization layer by setting up it's LDAP certificate registries with proper policies
specifying which roles can use which services and how (see Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Integration of FiVO with authentication and authorization GREDIA services.

3.1.1. Contract Ontology
The Contract Ontology in Gredia constitutes of several ontologies that together provide necessary
concepts and relations for defining contracts among partners within a Virtual Organization. The
general overview of the Contract Ontology and how it can be used with domain ontologies for
definition of a Virtual Organization is depicted below.
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Figure 21: General structure of Contract Ontology
The Contract Ontology provides basic, general concepts that will enable definition of a contract
between partners in a VO, which combined with domain ontologies providing refinements and
extensions of general concepts will enable the contract to describe actual resources and functionalities
within some domain to which the Virtual Organization is related.
Current ontology URL is:
http://zeus72.cyf-kr.edu.pl/gredia/ontologies/ContractOntology.owl

3.1.2. Contract Negotiation User Interface
Graphical user interface enables the user to utilize the functionality of the system. Graphical interface
uses the interface provided by FiVO. FiVO component notifies graphical interface about events that
take place during system operation, that influence the content presented to the user. Graphical
interface communicates with NegotiationsManager during negotiations.
Though the overall system architecture is peer-to-peer, during the negotiations one component is
elected to act as a server. In every FiVO component NegotiationsManager component is created that
offers single negotiations functionality. In the organization of VO Manager, who created the
negotiations, ServerNegotiationsManager is created that offers additional functionality of a server. All
NegotiationsManager issue their request directly to the server.
The preliminary implementation of FiVO GUI is implemented as a plug-in for Protege 2000 ontology
editor (Figure 22 and Figure 23).
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Figure 22: Joining new VO contract negotations through Protege based FiVO plug-in

Figure 23: Editing statements during contract negotiations

3.2. VO Management
This component provides the basic functionality of Virtual Organization management such as creation
and dissolution of VO, as well as semantic-based resource discovery within a VO. It is implemented as
a WSRF service that can be deployed in Globus.
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3.3. Authorization
Most services, including application-specific services will use authorization solutions available in
particular VO such as PERMIS. These services will be automatically configured by FiVO using
authorization statements stated in the VO contract. However some more complex authorization
decisions will be made by calling directly FiVO authorization interface which will use semantic
reasoning to support these use cases. One such case is the DRLS component which needs to verify
whether the user on whose behalf a query in the P2P data overlay should be executed, has sufficient
rights to see and access the files with respect to given VO. It is implemented as a WSRF service which
can be deployed in Globus.

3.4. WSDL definitions
3.4.1. Contract Negotiation Mediator service
The WSDL files for all 3 services, i.e., ContractNegotiationMediator, VOAuthorization and
VOManagement can be found here: http://zeus72.cyf-kr.edu.pl/gredia/fivo/wsdl/
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4. Application Execution Assistant (Appea)
Appea is a system which enables application developers to plan, denote and execute application
scenarios in support of the business objectives of application user groups. As such, Appea constitutes
a core component of the GREDIA framework and relies heavily on integration with all other
components of the Project architecture. Appea is in itself composed of a number of cooperating
services and modules, and the first integrated prototype of Appea includes first version of these
components, with certain elements of their projected functionality already integrated into the system,
and other elements left for implementation during the remainder of the Project.

4.1. Appea Functionality
Appea (the GREDIA Application Development Platform) is a system which enables users to construct
application scenarios from available computational services and by making use of the services
provided by actors (for instance – journalists and editors in the media application, or banking
assistants in the banking application). Appea provides means for developers to express application
scenarios in a formalized manner (by using a specially-prepared notation, as developed by Task 4.1)
and for application users to execute predeveloped scenarios using their end-user interface (called
the Application Portal). However, in order for Appea to function, it has to interface with several
external components developed by other Work Packages of the GREDIA project.

4.2. Basic Assumptions
It is understood that each application within the GREDIA framework is intended to serve a particular
domain of users (for instance – media clients) and that each application consists of a number of
potential application scenarios which reflect the business logic of that application. In this sense,
Appea provides the following:
• A platform for designing and executing application scenarios;
•

A virtualization layer for Grid resources;

•

An integration layer, bringing together services implemented in various technologies.

In order to function properly, Appea relies on a set of basic assumptions which are listed below. First,
we assume that the project environment consists of a set of services (thus implementing the concepts
of SOA (Service Oriented Architectures) and that all application entities (services representing
application functionality) are virtualized. Each application (see above) can comprise several scenarios
and each service can be used in many scenarios. Therefore, services are reusable and should be
accessible to application scenario developers (see Section 4.3 for a description of Appea user types)
as basic building blocks of GREDIA use cases.
The scenarios can be modelled over the existing application’s virtualized resources (services) with the
use of a formalized notation. Hence, Appea performs the following activities:
• Specifies a notation for assembling application virtualized resources and data flow between
them to model business processes of the application domain;
•

Executes the application scenarios by matching and invoking appropriate services keeping the
track of the actual execution state;

•

Monitors the execution of service operations and stores the collected data, thus providing
information used to optimize the execution process;

•

Stores information about the actual state of Grid services including syntactic and semantic
descriptions to allow for easy service discovery and scenario development;

•

Provides application scenario developers with a user-friendly development environment;

•

Ensures transport layer security.
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4.3. Types of Appea Users
Appea distinguishes several groups of system users, depending on their roles in the system. Here, we
define three basic groups of users, each of which is associated with a set of use cases related to
system maintenance and use.

4.3.1. Service Developer
While not strictly a user of Appea architecture, this type of user is responsible for wrapping
application functionality in interfaces which enable their invocation by the Appea Invoker. Since the
middleware infrastructure and the services which operate in this infrastructure are not technically part
of Appea, this user is not directly involved in operating the Application Development Platform. Instead,
the role of this user is strictly preparatory, enabling application scenario developers and application
users to access and make use of application scenarios (see below).

4.3.2. Application Scenario Developer
This type of user (a member of the IT staff of a participating organization) is responsible for
expressing business scenarios and storing them for application users to access. This user should be
proficient in the use of the application development notation and makes use of the Developer GUI.
Predefined scenarios provided by this user are stored in the Scenario Repository (see Section 4.6.3) to
be accessed by the Application Portal (and hence by application users – see below).

4.3.3. Application User (Actor)
This is the end user of the GREDIA platform – a domain expert (i.e. journalist, editor, bank employee
etc.) with no in-depth knowledge of Grid computing or the GREDIA framework architecture. The
application user accesses and execute stored application scenarios. The actual execution of said
scenarios is delegated to the Execution Service, which takes care of invoking services, retrieving data
and notifying users about any events associated with the execution of a scenario.

4.4. Scripting Approach
Scenarios

to

Development

of

Application

The application scenarios developed in Appea is expressed using a formalized notation akin to a
scripting language. This language, developed in Task 4.1 on the basis of a popular scripting platform
[JRUBY] enables application scenario developers to access Grid services and objects in a uniform way,
irrespective of their underlying implementation technologies. Thus, all Grid operations share common
characteristics, become available in the development environment as simple methods of the language
and are executed automatically, by the Invoker, by interfacing with suitable middleware modules.
Ontological translation between the virtualized layer of Grid objects (supplied to the developer) and
the physical layer of Grid services (to be operated on by the Invoker) is provided by the Service
Registry.
The scripting approach to application scenario design carries numerous advantages, the most
important ones being:
• Availability of all programming constructs typically associated with programming languages
(loops, conditional constructs, OOP, threading, exception handling etc.)
•

A great level of flexibility when implementing business logic,

•

Ability to invoke Grid operations as methods in the scenario script,

•

Separation of scenario scripts and the underlying implementation technologies (services),

•

Ability to modify scenario scripts and have the changes immediately reflected by the
application behavior,

•

Ability to construct scenarios for any type of application, given the appropriate service pool,

•

Ability to seamlessly integrate human input in application scenarios,

•

Ability to integrate security handling in the notation
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4.5. Terminology Related to Appea Design
Presenting the concept and functionality of the Appea prototype requires the introduction of several
terms, which should be more closely explained. While these descriptions form part of D2.2, they are
copied here for convenience as they are central to understanding the way in which Appea functions.
Grid Object Class (GOb). (Another name used is simply Grid Object) This term refers to an abstract
class which gathers the Grid Object Implementations that share the same functionality interface.
Object classes may be classified in a taxonomy which is regarded as part of domain knowledge that is
modeled in the system. Using such approach, one may visualize the classes that are defined in
GREDIA and the relationships between them. This in turn may help the users of Appea operate in the
integrated environment. One important property of a Grid Object Class is that it is not executable
(cannot be instantiated or invoked).
Grid Object Operation (GOp). (Another name used is Grid Object Method) An operation is a means
of a Grid Object Class to declare its functionality. Every Grid Object Class declares one or more Grid
Operations that make the intended processing available through well-defined function signatures. The
Grid Operation description holds some data required to successfully proceed with a remote
computation (like for instance operation name, input and output parameter types and names) but this
information is not sufficient (as further data has to be acquired from a specific implementation
record).
Grid Object Implementation (GOI). A Grid Object Implementation is any kind of entity that
resides in the logical Appea infrastructure and that may be used to perform a certain processing task.
We use this term to refer to a physical module or package that implements the functionality declared
by a certain Grid Object Class. All implementations of a single Grid Object Class are bound by the
same interface contract and, while they may differ in non-functional properties, they have to publish
exactly the same set of Grid Operations. A Grid Object Implementation can be instantiated but cannot
be invoked (as it is passive).
Grid Object Instance (GObI). An instance of a Grid Object Implementation is a physical entity that
may be contacted in order to perform some processing. All the instances of a certain Grid Object
Implementation come from the same software source and only differ in their location.
Figure 24 presents the architecture of the Appea platform.
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Figure 24: Appea architecture.
The architecture diagram lists components of the WP4 Application Development Platform (marked in
orange) as well as external components which Appea relies on. Arrows indicate expected interactions
within the system (note that arrows reflect dependencies, i.e. point from requestor modules to reply
modules). It should be stressed that Appea is used for both application scenario development and
execution.
The following sections are meant as an overview of the status of development and integration of each
Appea component. In-depth discussions regarding the architecture and functionality of Appea modules
are contained within the user manuals attached to this Deliverable.
During the development of the prototype, it was essential to differentiate between “core” modules and
“extra functionality”, in order to be able to present a working solution. While we fully intend to have
all Appea modules operational at the end of the development phase, more attention was necessarily
devoted to those components which are critical to the operation of Appea and execution of user
scenarios. Thus, the following modules can be considered as largely complete in the prototype release
of Appea:
• The Runtime System (Execution Service along with its attendant subcomponents, as visualized
in Figure 24). Obviously, the existence of the Execution Service is of paramount importance to
Appea and thus intensive development effort has been exerted on this particular component.
The prototype release of Appea contains a Runtime System capable of interfacing external
modules and ready to process requests related to the execution of application scenarios as
well as interactivity.
•

Grid Resources Registry. While integration with the GRSDT tool is pending, the Appea registry
can store information on the available services and process it for the purposes of the
Execution Service.

•

Application Scenario Repository. An instance of the repository has been deployed and
populated with sample application scenarios. It is also possible for system users (i.e.
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application scenario developers – cf. Section 4.3) to create new application scenarios and
insert them into the repository.
•

Application Execution Planning Tool. A prototype AEPT package is ready and integrates the
key functionality required to process Appea application scenarios from the scenario
developer’s point of view.

As mentioned above, the status of development and integration of each Appea component is further
elaborated in subsequent sections and in the manuals attached to this Deliverable.

4.6. Status of Work
This section describes in general terms the status of work on each individual component of Appea, in
accordance with the Description of Work. The aim of this section is to present an introduction to the
first integrated prototype of the framework, and to list their current functionality. More detailed
descriptions of individual components will be included in user manuals which are presented as
annexes to this deliverable.

4.6.1. Runtime System
The Runtime System of Appea has reached its first development goal together with release 0.4.1 and
its enhanced successors 0.5.0 and 0.5.1. It is now deployable, either as a standalone service (with an
externalized interface) or locally, by the application scenario developer. The Runtime System is
capable of processing application scenarios expressed using the JRuby-based notation (as discussed in
the previous section) and interfacing with the underlying components of the GREDIA framework. More
specifically, the following achievements can be reported:
• The Execution Service that is implemented by GridSpace Engine (GSEngine) itself can process
application scenario scripts downloaded from the Application Scenario Repository, along with
any files required for these application scenarios to function. Once downloaded, the scenario
files can be executed by invoking the appropriate Grid Operations on each Grid Object
contained within, then returning the results to the user.
•

GSEngine enables streaming of standard input/output/error streams, requesting for input data
interactively as well as accessing (reading form and writing to) local files though dedicated
remote I/O library.

•

GSEngine is ported to the most recent distribution of JRuby, namely 1.1.1.

•

GSEngine is able to provide interpreted scenarios with context information through injection of
global constant objects. It allows for instance accessing functionalities of GSEngine such as
interactive user data input.

•

GSEngine has two implementations: one is the GSEngine embeddable in the same Java Virtual
Machine [JAVA] as caller application, and the second one is accessing remotely staged
GSEngine Server. The latter one involves several items:
o GSEngine Protocol – a protocol was developed that enables interaction between caller
application and GSEngine Server over a wire. It defines messages exchanged
between the client and the server.
o

CompTalks – a novel simple framework for specifying interaction between
communicating peers, over which variety protocols may be defined. It enables
pluggable transport layers. The default, built-in transport employs TCP. GSEngine
Protocol was build upon this framework.

o

GSEngine Server – GSEngine core wrapped as CompTalks peer able to interact
through GSEngine Protocol over the wire.

o

GSEngine Client – a library that implements GSEngine API that is able to interact wirth
GSEngine Server through GSEngine Protocol over the wire.

•

GSEngine comes along with the simple command line tools that simply enables the engine to
be launched via command line:
o

gsel – a tool to run GSEngine locally only for a one run of given application.
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o

gses – a tool to run GSEngine Server that embeds GSEngine and accepts application
evaluation requests.

o

gsec – a tool to run GSEngine Client that can interact with remote GSEngine Server.

•

The Invoker is capable of interfacing Grid Object Implementations specified as Web Services
[WS] and components [MOCCA]. Work on integrating the WSRF specification is well underway
and certain WSRF-compliant services can also be invoked, enabling us to test sample use
cases with the current version of the prototype [WSRF]. The Invoker fully supports the threelayer Grid Object taxonomy specified in Section 4.

•

The Data Access Client can interact with external relational databases and database
aggregations, through the use of OGSA-DQP aggregators. This enables us to conduct use
case scenario tests where data is read from standalone databases. The Data Access Client can
also access the RDLS Metadata Service and formulate queries based on the data input by the
user (supplied by the Portal), then returning appropriate filenames to the Portal for direct
download of multimedia files. A simple and intuitive API is exposed for application scenario
developers.

•

The GridSpace Application Optimizer (GrAppO) is intended to choose an optimum instance of
available services with the required functionality – Grid Object Instance for a given Grid
Object Class (see section 4.5). To collect information necessary to make this choice, the
optimizer can query the Grid Resources Registry (GRR) and the Monitoring Infrastructure.
While the first source of information is already available and queried by GrAppO, integration
with the second is on-going (it is going to be implemented in the 0.6.1 release). The simplest
optimization algorithms based on availability criteria are also implemented. Another source of
information for the optimizer can be the Grid Runtime Service Discovery Tool – GRSDT (see
section 4.7.4), which is capable of identifying services which can be used when no instances
are present in the GRR according to specific constraints. The integration with the GRSDT tool
is on-going (see section 4.7.4 for details).

4.6.2. Developer GUI
The GREDIA Developer GUI, now called the Application Execution Planning Tool (AEPT) is released
alongside the Appea platform, enabling the creation and deployment of application scenarios with the
use of the JRuby-compliant syntax developed within Task 4.1 of the Project. AEPT is based on the
Eclipse IDE [ECLIPSE], providing all graphical aids typically associated with a developer UI, such as
syntax highlighting, itemized object views, repository handles and message processing. Moreover, the
AEPT integrates plugins meant to assist in the development of application scenarios, such as the Grid
Resource Registry Browser plugin, enabling developers to quickly insert invocations of Grid Operations
in the application scenarios. The AEPT is fully integrated with the Scenario Repository and can both
retrieve and submit new scenarios to the Repository with the use of graphical aids (the underlying
framework uses SVN for submission and retrieval of files, guaranteeing concurrency – see [SVN]).

4.6.3. Scenario Repository
A prototype version of the Scenario Repository has been deployed at Cyfronet to assist in testing and
further refining the Appea prototype. The Scenario Repository can now store application scenarios
attached to given Virtual Organizations within the GREDIA framework. Each application scenario can
consist of multiple files, where one file typically represents the application scenario script, and other
files are used to support execution (for instance, these may include the XForms interface definitions
for interactivity purposes – see [XFORMS]). Access to the Scenario Repository is via an SVN interface,
and is fully automatized by the Developer GUI (as remarked above).

4.6.4. Grid Resource Registry
The Grid Resource Registry fulfils the role of a resource pool for Appea, integrating the concept of
Grid Object and enabling the Optimizer and Invoker to search for implementations and instances of
each Grid Object requested by the application scenario developer. The GRR is now available, in a
basic form, for use with the Appea integrated prototype, and a sample instance has been deployed at
Cyfronet to assist in testing and refinement of this prototype. The Registry carries the following
information about services existing within the framework:
• Description of abstract services that is human-readable.

•
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Description of abstract service operations as well as input and output parameters they
contain.

•

Type of abstract services (stateless of stateful).

•

List of Grid Object Implementations for each individual Grid Object.

•

List of Grid Object Instances for each individual Grid Object Implementation.

The last two items are in support of the Execution Service and Invoker, enabling them to map Grid
Object invocations onto actual operations exposed by services which are registered within the GREDIA
framework.
In addition, GRR now provides a browser plugin for AEPT, enabling application scenario developers to
search and utilize Grid Object directly, without having to possess prior knowledge of their existence
within the scope of a given VO. All changes introduced in the Registry are thus automatically reflected
in the browser plugin and made manifest to developers.
A separate tool for managing and maintaining the GRR is in preparation.

4.6.5. RSM Registry
The functionalities of RSM Registry are provided as an AEPT component of the application scenario
development platform. Development of this component is currently underway and while it is not
included in the prototype release (since it is of supportive nature and requires integration with both
registries and the FiVO platform), we intend to deliver a suitable AEPT plugin by the end of the 2nd
year of development.

4.6.6. Monitoring Infrastructure
This component aids the Service Registry by monitoring services deployed in the GREDIA
infrastructure in order to detect performance problems and ensure availability of services registered in
the Registry. Grid Resource Registry subscribes for monitoring of given list of services and receives
periodically their status and is able to ascertain whether a given service is functional, and unregister
services which no longer respond to queries.
Monitoring also assists the Registry in determining performance-related technical profiles of services
for use by the Optimizer. The performance data are extracted by a sensor installed on monitored
machine. They are temporarily stored in monitor and available for Optimizer queries.

4.7. Status of Integration with External Components
This section describes the status of Appea integration with other components of the GREDIA
framework, valid for the first integrated prototype of the platform. For each external component we
identify the required integration mechanisms and provide a brief description of how this integration is
carried out within the prototype. More detailed information on inter-component integration is
presented in the user manuals for each component of the framework. Figure 25 indicates the position
of Appea with respect to other components of GREDIA which it has contact with.
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Figure 25: Appea and other GREDIA components.

4.7.1. Application Portal
The Application Portal is now available in an early prototype form and already integrated with the
Appea Scenario Repository. Thus, users of the Portal (i.e. end users of the system) are capable of
browsing the available scenarios and selecting them for execution. Interactivity is currently the main
scope of development and subject to integration between the Portal and Appea.
The integration, as depicted in Figure 26, requires the portal to include two external client libraries
into its runtime so it can communicate with the already mentioned Scenario Repository and Execution
Service. The technology used to distribute the client libraries is java archive (JAR), so they can be
used in any Java-compliant environment (e.g. Gridsphere which is used to implement the Portal).
The Scenario Repository component integrates with the portal by exposing a remote interface which is
used by the client library on the portal’s side to perform the following operations (parameters and
return values were omitted to keep a clear description):
• listApplications() – This method returns all the scenarios from a given repository as a
list of their names used as identifiers in to invoke other methods,
•

listApplicationVersions() – Each of the scenarios may have several versions which
are returned by this method. It is required to provide the scenarios name in order to invoke
this method.

•

getLicenseFile() – If a certain scenario is restricted in use by a license agreement this
method will return the content of that agreement, which later may be presented to the user
through the portal.

•

getFeedbackFile() – It is possible to submit user comments regarding the quality of
executed scenarios through the feedback mechanism. The file returned by this method may
be completed for the comments to be sent to the particular scenario’s developer.
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The presented API is in the prototyping phase and may be a subject to changes, but it gives a general
look at how to Scenario Repository will operate.
The internal structure of the repository is built to represent the view of virtual organizations working
in the Appea’s environment. To access and later execute a given scenario the originator (person who
executes the scenario) will have to be a member of a required VO and additionally will have to be
assigned a required role within that VO. This, however, is a subject of the integration with the Virtual
Organization Semantic Framework component.

Figure 26: Integration of Appea’s Execution Service and Scenario Repository with Portal.
The Execution Service provides its own communication protocol in order to update the state of
scenario execution in the presentation layer. The protocol itself is transparent to the invoking side by
using the client library. However, it requires to use an asynchronous programming model by the
portal. Each of the scenario evaluation request is initialized by the portal and a separate TCP
communication channel is established with the Execution Service as presented in Figure 26. The
service is capable of executing any number of scenario scripts, also for the same originator.

4.7.2. Virtual Organization Semantic Framework
FiVO (Framework for Intelligent Virtual Organizations) – see Section 3 - currently is in the
development and integration phase. The contract negotiation framework of FiVO is in the final
development phase, including both the services for negotiations as well as the Graphical User
Interface which is based on Protege ontology editing tool. The Virtual Organization management and
information services, which provide additional functionality related to the VO such as information
resulting form the negotiated contract as available roles and their assignment to users within that VO,
are currently being deployed both as Grid Services and Web Services. FiVO is also being integrated
with some standard Grid authentication and authorization services including MyProxy, VOMS and
PERMIS in order to enable transparent enforcement of the negotiated contract agreement.
Currently the integration effort with other Gredia components is threefold. First of all, the FiVO is
being integrated with the GridSphere portal in order to enable users to select the Virtual Organization
into which they wish to login and manage properly their credentials afterwards. Secondly, the VO
management and information services of FiVO are being integrated with the Appea components, in
order to make them VO-aware. These include GSEngine, responsible for invocation of proper services
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during scenario execution. FiVO will allow this component to determine whether current user,
represented by proper certificate, is allowed to execute a given scenario. Additonaly, AEPT component
of Appea will use the FiVO interfaces in order to limit the view of the scenario developers according to
their role in a Virtal Organization. Finally, FiVO is being integrated with the security infrastructure of
Gredia, by means of providing the functionality of configuring the proper middleware components
such as VOMS or PERMIS in order to enforce the negotiated contract agreement during invocation of
various services within a VO.

4.7.3. Rich Data Location Service
The Rich Data Location Service – see Section 2.2 - exposes two kinds of services to the Appea
framework: the Metadata Service, which is used for all metadata-related operations (specifically,
queries), and the Data Service, used for actual transfers of multimedia files over the GREDIA
framework. The Data Access Client of the Appea Runtime System is capable of interfacing with the
Metadata Service and processing queries based on user input (with a developer-friendly interface),
then returning results to the Portal via the Execution Service interactivity API. As specified in the
architecture of Appea, the Data Service is interfaced directly by the Portal, so as to avoid a bottleneck
where large data files would need to pass directly via the Runtime System, potentially introducing
significant delays and reducing system scalability. However, it is envisioned that direct support for
data transfers via the Execution Service will be added during the second development phase, to
enable users to quickly commit files which aren’t of excessive size.

4.7.4. Grid Runtime Service Discovery Tool
Integration between the GridSpace Application Optimizer and GRSDT (see Section 5) is in progress.
Initially, the Optimizer will interact with GRSDT in pull mode, i.e. by requesting information on
services that implement Grid Object Classes for which there were no available instances registered in
Grid Resources Registry. The Grid Runtime Service Discovery Tool would find a service that is most
suitable to perform a Grid Operation, according to certain constraints. The value returned by GRSDT
will be technical info required by Grid Operations Invoker (GOI) to run the chosen service.

Figure 27: Integration between Appea and GRSDT (pull mode).
The current status of the integration in pull mode is as follows:
• Conversation protocol between GRR, Optimizer, GOI and GRSDT was defined (see Figure 27).
•

Grid Resource Registry provides necessary web services that allow to ask about Grid Object
detail
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•

GRSDT query language is defined

In the next phase of the integration CITY will provide services that allow to ask GRSDT about
resources and returns information necessary to invoke concrete computational resource by GOI.

4.7.5. Services
A number of test services have been deployed and registered, in support of both the interactivity
requirements in the media application scenario and the computational requirements in the banking
application scenario. In addition, the GRSDT tool bases on its own registry (the SECSE registry, an
instance of which has been deployed by Cyfronet), to browse and extract services for use by the
Invoker. These services can be automatically inserted in the Appea GRR by the Optimizer component.
We are in contact with the application developers (particularly in the banking domain) regarding the
exposure of actual application services which will be used for credit score calculations; however
because of strong security considerations such services can only be used once the security
infrastructure has been tested.

4.7.6. Security Framework
Work is underway to integrate the PERMIS security infrastructure proposed by UMA (sees Section 7)
with Appea, and although the first prototype is not yet operational in this regard, there are ongoing
development activities related to the AEPT tool, the Execution Service and the Invoker, aimed at
handling GSI security certificates and ensuring a secure flow of information, from the FiVO down to
the level of individual services. We have additionally opted to use a MyProxy service (overlaid by FiVO)
so that individual end users are not encumbered by having to handle their own security certificates;
instead relying on simple password authentication when accessing either the AEPT or the Portal.

Figure 28: Security integration within Appea execution engine.
Figure 28 shows the integration diagram of Appea Execution Engine (GridSpace engine) with the GSIbased security framework as proposed by UMA. A user authenticates to the tool (AEPT, Portal) using
login and password (A1). The tool obtains the GSI proxy certificate from MyProxy server, which is
integrated with FIVO (A2, A3). Upon the execution of an application (A4) GSEngine client embedded
in the tool opens an SSL connection to the GSEngine server (B1); access to GSEngine is secured with
GSI proxy certificate-based authentication and authorization (B2-B5). The authorization decision (B6)
is based on user attributes stored in proxy certificate, with the help of external Policy Decision Point
(PDP). Upon successful authentication, the delegated proxy certificate is created on the GSEngine
side, which can be used for communication with GSI-secured application services (C1-C2).
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The current prototype includes an early implementation of GSI-enabled communication protocol
between GSEngine client and server, based on GSI GSSAPI implementation from Java COG Toolkit.
The integration of AEPT with MyProxy is in development.
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5. Grid Runtime Service Discovery Tool
5.1. Overview
The GRSDT (Grid Runtime Service Discovery Tool) is a component of the Gredia project. It operates
standalone and is usable/accessible through a web-service interface. Its purpose is to allow runtime
discovery of services by accepting and evaluating service discovery queries in both push
(asynchronous) and pull (synchronous) modes of query execution.
The pull mode of query execution is performed to identify services (i) that are initially bound to an
application and their candidate services, (ii) as a pre-step for the push mode of query execution, and
(iii) due to changes in the context of an application environment where a service-based system is
running. The push mode of query execution is performed when the application is running and a
service in the application needs to be replaced due to (a) its unavailability or malfunctioning, (b)
changes in its structure, behaviour, quality, or context characetristics, (c) changes in the context of
the application using the service, or (d) availability of a “better” service due to the provision of a new
service or changes in the characteristics of an existing service.
GRSDT adopts a proactive discovery process in which services to replace participating services in an
application are identified in parallel to the execution of the application, based on subscribed services
and queries. These subscriptions support asynchronous events to be pushed into listener components
used in the framework.
The service discovery query is evaluated against multi-faceted service descriptions held in external
service registries. A service discovery query can describe different characteristics of services to be
discovered, namely (a) structural, (b) behavioural, and (c) constraints, specifying extra conditions for
the services. These extra conditions may be concerned with structural, behavioural, or quality aspects
of a service to be discovered. More specifically, the constraints in a query can be contextual or noncontextual. A contextual constraint is concerned with information that changes dynamically during the
operation of the service-based application and/or the services that the system deploys, while a noncontextual constraint is concerned with static information. The non-contextual constraints can be hard
or soft. A hard constraint must be satisfied by all discovered services for a query and are used to filter
services that do not comply with them. The soft constraints do not need to be satisfied by all
discovered services, but are used to rank candidate services for a query.
An XML-based language called SerDiQueL (SERvice DIscovery QUEry Language) has been developed
to represent service discovery queries as part of the Gredia project.

5.2. Architecture
Figure 29 shows an overview of the architecture of GRSDT. As shown in the figure, the main
components of GRSDT are:
 Web-Service. This component exposes an external interface through which requests are received
and results are sent (synchronously or asynchronously).
 Service Requestor. This component maintains query tracking and co-ordinates matchmaking
according to detected trigger conditions for service discovery (new query, application context
change, service context change or new service available).
 Query Re-formulator. This component takes the partial query information which APPEA submits
and integrates it with information retrieved from the APPEA service registry to form a full query for
use in the GRSDT.
 Matchmaker. This component performs evaluation of service discovery queries at runtime against
service descriptions in both push and pull modes. This is a multi-step process that preserves state
in between steps (state is preserved in the service requestor) and identifies services based on the
computation of distances.
 External Service Registry Intermediary. This component supports the use of different service
registries and the discovery of services stored in different types of registries that hold multi-faceted
service descriptions.
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 Service Context Server and Application Context Server. These components allow context
information of the services and application environment, respectively, to be disseminated. Both
context servers enable context information to be subscribed to by the service requestor. In this
case, the server sends updates to the service requester whenever changes of context occur in the
services or application.
 Service Listener. This component allows information about a new service that becomes
available, or information about changes in the characteristics of a service, to be disseminated
based on notification subscriptions. This component sends information to the service requester
whenever changes in the service occur.

Figure 29: GRSDT Architecture.

5.3. Operation
A runtime service discovery is initiated when APPEA submits a service discovery request to the GRSDT
web-service.
APPEA is unable to express full queries in the SerDiQueL language and so submits a partial query
which the GRSDT reformulates into a full query. This is achieved by an interaction with the APPEA
registry, which contains the other types of information required by GRSDT.
After the GRSDT has reformulated the partial query into a full query, the query can be evaluated by
the GRSDT. This involves retrieving different types of service specifications from the external service
registries and comparing these specifications against the query. A query is evaluated in a four-stage
process against different types of service specifications.
In the first stage, hard non-contextual constraints in a query are evaluated against service
specifications and a set of candidate services that comply with these constraints are identified. In the
second stage, structural and behavioural characteristics of a query are evaluated against the
candidate services returned by the first stage in the process, or against all the services in the
registries when the query does not have hard non-contextual constraints. In the third stage, soft noncontextual constraints are evaluated against the set of services returned by the second stage. This
orders the services according to the weightings of the soft constraints. In the fourth stage, contextual
constraints are evaluated against the services returned by the third stage in the process. The result of
the fourth stage is a set of candidate services that match the query. These services are sorted by
ascending order of distances between them and the query.
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5.4. Pull Mode
In the pull mode of query execution, the four stages of the discovery process are performed
sequentially with no break and the results (i.e., candidate services) are returned immediately to the
requestor (APPEA). This is shown in Figure 30, with the four stages indicated by 1) getService(Hard
Constraints), 2) Structurual+Behavioural Match, 3) Soft constraint matching, and 4) Context Matching.
The getService operation takes the optional hard constraints as a parameter. If present the hard
constraints are used to restrict the service set that is initially created, otherwise the initial service set
is populated from all services that are known.

Figure 30: Pull Mode Sequence Diagram.

(APP=application; WS=Web-Service; SR=Service Requestor; SCS=Service Context Server;
MM=Matchmaker)

5.5. Push Mode
In the push mode of query execution, all steps are performed sequentially with no break and the
results are stored in a set (Set_S), in ascending order of distances, to be used in different situations.
Set_S is re-examined and updated when the following trigger conditions occur:
1. New service is available in the registry or an existing service in the registry is
modified. The Service listener component (SL) detects the new service, or changes to an existing
service, and notifies the service requestor. The descriptions of the service are retrieved and all
four stages of the matching process are performed against these descriptions, as shown in Figure
31. If the service matches the query, it is included in Set_S.
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Figure 31: New Service Trigger Condition.
(SL= Service Listener; APP=application; WS=Web-Service; SR=Service Requestor;
SCS=Service Context Server; MM=Matchmaker)

2. Service characteristics (facets) change. The service context server or the service listener
detects changes in the service and notifies the service requestor. In the case in which the context
of the service changes, the service is evaluated against its new context, as shown in Figure 32. In
the case of changes of another characteristic of the service, it is evaluated against this
characteristic. The service is removed from Set_S when it does not match the query anymore.

Figure 32: Service Context Change Trigger Condition.

(APP=application; WS=Web-Service; SR=Service Requestor; SCS=Service Context Server;
MM=Matchmaker)

3. Application context change. The application context server detects the context change of the
application and notifies the service requestor (i.e., there is a change in the query). The new
context is evaluated against the services in Set_S, as shown in Figure 33. A service in Set_S that
does not match the new context is removed from Set_S. In addition, the other services in the
registry are also evaluated against the new context and the other characteristics of the query.
These services are included in Set_S when they match the query.
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Figure 33: Application Context Change Trigger Condition.

(ACS=Application Context Server; APP=application; WS=Web-Service; SR=Service Requestor;
SCS=Service Context Server; MM=Matchmaker)

In the situation in which the service in the first position in Set_S changes after any of the actions
above, this service (i.e., the new best-match service with the query) is pushed to the APPEA runtime
system and is used to replace a service being in the application, if appropriate.

5.6. Implementation and Integration
The GRSDT prototype has been implementing in JAVA and uses the Apache Axis2 framework to
accomplish web service functionality. The external registry being currently used is the registry
developed by the EU FP6 SeCSE project. This registry uses an eXist database and is suitable for
storage and retrieval of multi-faceted service descriptions. The current version of the SeCSe registry
contains WSDL, BPEL, QoS, and context facets.
In the current implementation of the prototype, GRSDT communicates with APPEA and to the external
SeCSE service registries, by the use of specific APIs.
The API exposed by the GRSDT for use by APPEA in submitting queries is defined in Figure 34.
/**
* GRSDT WS interface.
*/
public interface GRSDT
{
/**
* GRSDT pull mode.
* @param gridObjectName Full grid object name (with package).
* @param contraints XML that contains script specific constraints.
* @return Mapping between original WSDL and new found service.
*/
MappingBean submitQueryPull(String gridObjectName, Document contraints);
/**
* GRSDT push mode.
* @param gridObjectName Full grid object name (with package).
* @param contraints XML that contains application specific constraints.
* @param callbackURL WS endpoint for PUSH mode notifications
* @return Query id.
*/
String submitQueryPush(String gridObjectName, Document contraints, URL callbackURL);
}

Figure 34: GRSDT WS-Interface API.
The GRSDT API exposes two operations, one for a push mode query (submitQueryPush) and one for a
pull mode query (submitQueryPull). Both of the operations require the query constraints and the
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name of a gridObject in the APPEA service registry to be supplied. The grid object in the APPEA
service registry is used by the query reformulator to get the structural and behavioural parts of the
query (which APPEA do not supply directly). In addition, the push mode requires an endpoint URL for
use by the GRSDT when delivering asynchronous notifications. The listener Figure 35 attached to the
URL specified is part of APPEA and allows asynchronous notifications sent by the GRSDT to be
handled (ie service replacement to take place in the applications). The two operations differ in their
return types; the pull mode returns a candidate service with mappings between the old service
operations and the operations in the new service. The push mode however returns a string that
uniquely identifies the query in the GRSDT, this is referenced with all notifications sent by the GRSDT
so that APPEA knows which query the notifications are relevant to (and so which service to replace).
/**
* Operation available in GSEngine (provided as a WS) that allow GRSDT to submit
* information about new, better services that fulfill query.
*/
public interface APPEA_NotificationReceiver
{
/**
* GRSDT will use this method to send information to APPEA to indicate
* that a better service is found. GRSDT submit this information only in PUSH
* mode.
* @param mapping Mapping between original WSDL and new found service.
* @param id Query id.
*/
void receive(MappingBean mapping, String id);
}

Figure 35: APPEA_NotificationReceiver API.
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6.

GREDIA Mobile Subsystem

6.1. Overview
The GREDIA mobile subsystem comprises the following components:

−

The Ruby Virtual Machine, an application for Symbian Series 60 third edition OS phones.

−

The Mobile Middleware, an application for Series 60 3rd edition phones, written in Ruby

−

The Mobile Proxy, also a Ruby application.

These are described in the next sections
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Figure 36: High Level architecture of the mobile subsystem in GREDIA
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6.2. Mobile Subsystem Overview
6.2.1. Ruby VM
This is a native Series 60 application that encompasses an implementation of Ruby language version
1.9, networking libraries, and a Series 60 UI that allows the loading and execution of Ruby programs.

6.2.2. Mobile Middleware
This is a Ruby application that allows communication between the mobile device and the proxy over
TCP/IP sockets for the exchange of messages and data.

6.2.3. Proxy
This is a Ruby application that runs on a desktop computer and serves as an intermediary between a
mobile device and the grid. It allows a mobile device to connect to the grid, upload data to it and
participate in workflows. Also it allows grid 'clients' to access mobile data without knowing the actual
network address of the mobile.

6.3. Integration between Mobile client and Ruby VM
Upon selecting 'Load and Execute' command on the Ruby VM UI, the Mobile Client Application
together with the Ruby VM are executed as native Symbian OS process threads. In turn, the threads
spawn a number of additional threads. This ensures smooth user experience as individual processes
for example for socket communications do not hold up the whole application.

6.4. Integration between Mobile client and Proxy
The mobile client and the Proxy communicate over TCP/IP sockets using a custom protocol. This was
preferred over a standard protocol like HTTP or FTP because it incurs fewer performance overheads.
The protocol is message based and currently supports the following request/response messages:
 login
 user_info
 status_update
 file_publish
 file_download
 management

6.5. Integration between Proxy and the Grid
6.5.1. Proxy and authentication service
Currently Proxy employs a basic authentication method using the user id and password submitted by
the mobile. It is envisaged that in future versions the proxy will make full use of Gredia’s
authentication service (VO subsystem)

6.5.2. Proxy and Security Service(s)
The Proxy currently does not implement any other security method. In the future it is envisaged that
in future versions the proxy will make use of Gredia’s security services to authenticate all requests
from both mobile devices and grid clients.

6.5.3. Proxy and DRLS/Metadata Service
For each data resource that the mobile device tags as 'uploadable', the Proxy is responsible for
uploading to the grid by connecting to the DRLS service. Each data resource has a corresponding
metadata resource that the Proxy uploads to the Metadata service
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6.6. Mobile Services
We have implemented a RESTful service approach, which advocates that all resources on the mobile
should be accessible via a uniform URI based way. This ensures that there is a single consistent way
to access resources on the mobile. Access to resources is via the HTTP GET standard method. Proxy
clients (from the grid side) can 'wrap' this HTTP method inside other resource access methods used
by their systems. An HTTP GET request may also result in a payload that is MIME encoded (e.g. text,
xml, jpeg, mp3, mp4 etc). It is up to the client to decide how to handle correctly the payload. For
example, an HTTP GET method on mobile resources may result in an XML structure (MIME type
text/xml) returned within the HTTP response body. The XSD of these structures are publicly defined
and it is up to the grid client how to parse the XML structure and handle its contents.
In our RESTful approach everything on the mobile that is made available to 'clients' is a resource.
There are different types of resources, as described below.
In the following examples the resource URI is constructed from the proxy domain name (in the
examples it is assumed to be 'gredia-proxy.com') and possibly a path constructed from the identifier
of the resource user and the resource type and the resource identifier. Note that these URIs do not
point to physical addresses nor they imply some physical organization of the data on the mobile or the
proxy. They are purely symbolic names used to refer uniquely to resources.
Resource Types
Data Resources
Multimedia Resource
Image/Video/Document/Sound
Example

URI: http://gredia-proxy.com/billk/photos/image1234.jpg
The above URI uniquely identifies a resource which is the jpeg representation of an image
Metadata resources
Example

URI: http://gredia-proxy.com/billk/metadata/photos/image1234
The above could return an XML structure containing elements such as the following
<tags> <tag> landscape </tag>
Resource listings
A resource listing is another type of resource. Its URI points to an XML structure listing all available
resources, e.g.
-all images
-all video
-all voice
etc
Example

URI: http://gredia-proxy.com/billk/photos
The above should point to an XML structure containing xlinks to all resources that are of type photo..
Interaction Resource
You can use URIs in order to send requests or notifications to the user. The URI must contain both
the request and response as parameters as in the following example. The proxy processes this type of
request by submitting the request part to the UI agent on the mobile phone and through it collecting
the response from the mobile user. Response is returned to the grid client as an XML structure
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<response> responsebody </response> and it is up to that client to decide how to handle the
‘responsebody’
Example

URI: http://gredia-proxy.com/billk/interaction/'do you wish to proceed? (yes/no)'/response
StatusResource
It can be used to find:
Person status e.g. busy, available, offline etc, or
Device Status such as GPS coordinates, battery life etc.
Example

URI: http://gredia-proxy.com/billk/personstatus/
Returns the status of mobile user with id 'billk'

6.7. Error Handling:
As part of the HTTP protocol the Proxy will always return a response code that shows whether the
request was successful or not as well as the type of any error. It is up to the client to correctly handle
the response code. The possible response codes are shown below.
Response Codes returned by Proxy to Grid Clients
Code

Meaning

OK/200

Request Successful

400

Resource unavailable

500

Resource does not exist

600

Not authorised

700

Resource has been moved
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7.

PERMIS & GLOBUS Integration

7.1. Introduction
 Scenario
The scenario is composed by three grid nodes:
a. Service node (where the grid service is deployed)
o We must install the PERMIS libraries, and configure the security of the service.
b. Client node
o The user must have his key and certificate.
o We must compile the client code in this node.
c. SOA/LDAP node (contains the SOA key & certificate and the LDAP server)
o The SOA key and certificate must be in this node.
o We will install the LDAP server in this node.
o We will install the PERMIS tools to create policies and attribute certificates.


PKI structure
-

CN=anyca, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
o CN=grid, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
o CN=soa, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid

The Certificate Authority anyca signs the identity certificates of the grid and soa users.


PMI structure
-

CN=soa, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
o CN=grid, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid

The SOA user “soa” signs the attribute certificate of the user “grid” (and any user). See “Attribute
Certificate Manager”.
The roles (attributes) used in this example are:
- analist
- programmer
The role of the user “grid” will be “analist”. Eventually, we will create another user (grid2) with
“programmer” role to test PERMIS.

Note: the soa certificate is signed by the CA anyca


Grid Service Installation
Now, we are going to install a grid service in the Service node. Download Borja Sotomayor’s
tutorial sources from
http://gdp.globus.org/gt4-tutorial/
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and unzip to $EXAMPLE_DIR. From this directory, create the gar file:

./globus-build-service.sh
–d
org/globus/examples/services/security/first
schema/examples/MathService_instance_4op/Math.wsdl

–s

and deploy the new service

Globus-deploy-gar $EXAMPLE_DIR/org_globus_examples_services_security_first.gar
The MathService client will be compiled later. But the next line must be typed in bashrc file (all
grid nodes) and reboot:

source $GLOBUS_LOCATION/etc/globus-devel-env.sh

7.2. Source of Authorization (SOA)
The Source of Authorization will sign the attribute certificates. Then, we need to create a SOA’s
key and certificates. They will be used (PKCS12 format) by the ACM tool to create attribute
certificates, and the SOA certificate in DER format will be stored in the LDAP repository.

7.2.1. Prerequisites
We need to install OpenSSL in the SOA node to get format conversion commands. It is not
necessary to configure a Certificate Authority, etc… we only need the OpenSSL commands.

7.2.2. SOA Configuration
The SOA’s key and certificate must be created typing

grid-cert-request –nopassphrase –cn soa
and the request will be signed by the Certificate Authority. The default format is PEM, but we also
need the soa certificate and key together in PKCS12 format:

openssl pkcs12 –export –out soa.p12 –inkey soakey.pem –in soacert.pem
We also need the SOA certificate in DER format:

openssl x509 –inform PEM –outform DER –in soa.pem –out soa.der

7.3. LDAP Installation
7.3.1. LDAP Server
To install LDAP server type the next command from linux console (as root user or using sudo
command):

apt-get install slapd
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To run the LDAP server (root user or sudo command):

/etc/init.d/slapd restart

7.3.2. LDAP Browser
To install the LDAP browser go to LBE home page and download the browser.
Tu run the LDAP browser lbe:

cd /etc/ldap/ldapbrowser
./lbe.sh

7.3.3. LDAP Configuration
LDAP must be configured to store Attribute Certificates:

cd /etc/ldap/schema
and edit core.schema. Add the next lines:

attributeType ( 2.5.4.58
NAME ‘attributeCertificateAttribute’
DESC ‘A binary attribute certificate’
SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.5)
objectClass ( 2.5.6.24
NAME ‘pmiUser’
SUP top AUXILIARY
DESC ‘a pmi entity that can contain X509 ACs’
MAY (attributeCertificateAttribute))
Now, we must know how is the LDAP structure, and then edit the folowing files and configure
your LDAP server. In our example, the Distinguished Names have the next structure:
CN=andres, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
We show our configuration files:
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The file /etc/ldap/ldap.conf is shown next:

#
$OpenLDAP:
pkg/ldap/libraries/libldap/ldap.conf,v
2000/09/04 19:57:01 kurt Exp $

1.9

#
# LDAP Defaults
#

# See ldap.conf(5) for details
# This file should be world readable but not world writable.

BASE

o=Grid

The BASE value is the last portions of the Distinguished Names which will be stored in the LDAP
repository. The next file /etc/ldap/slapd.conf specifies other values: the last BASE value is also
specified in this file, and the administrator DN and his password (in red color):

# This is the main slapd configuration file. See slapd.conf(5) for more
# info on the configuration options.

#######################################################################
# Global Directives:

# Features to permit
#allow bind_v2

# Schema and objectClass definitions
include

/etc/ldap/schema/core.schema

include

/etc/ldap/schema/cosine.schema

include

/etc/ldap/schema/nis.schema

include

/etc/ldap/schema/inetorgperson.schema

# Where the pid file is put. The init.d script
# will not stop the server if you change this.
pidfile

/var/run/slapd/slapd.pid

# List of arguments that were passed to the server
argsfile

/var/run/slapd/slapd.args
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# Read slapd.conf(5) for possible values
loglevel

0

# Where the dynamically loaded modules are stored
modulepath

/usr/lib/ldap

moduleload

back_bdb

# The maximum number of entries that is returned for a search operation
sizelimit 500

# The tool-threads parameter sets the actual amount of cpu's that is used
# for indexing.
tool-threads 1

#######################################################################
# Specific Backend Directives for bdb:
# Backend specific directives apply to this backend until another
# 'backend' directive occurs
backend

bdb

checkpoint 512 30

#######################################################################
# Specific Backend Directives for 'other':
# Backend specific directives apply to this backend until another
# 'backend' directive occurs
#backend

<other>

#######################################################################
# Specific Directives for database #1, of type bdb:
# Database specific directives apply to this databasse until another
# 'database' directive occurs
database

bdb

# The base of your directory in database #1
suffix

"O=Grid"

# rootdn directive for specifying a superuser on the database. This is
needed
# for syncrepl.
rootdn

"CN=admin,O=Grid"
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rootpw mysecretpassword

# Where the database file are physically stored for database #1
directory

"/var/lib/ldap"

# For the Debian package we use 2MB as default but be sure to update this
# value if you have plenty of RAM
dbconfig set_cachesize 0 2097152 0

# Sven Hartge reported that he had to set this value incredibly high
# to get slapd running at all. See http://bugs.debian.org/303057
# for more information.

# Number of objects that can be locked at the same time.
dbconfig set_lk_max_objects 1500
# Number of locks (both requested and granted)
dbconfig set_lk_max_locks 1500
# Number of lockers
dbconfig set_lk_max_lockers 1500

# Indexing options for database #1
index

objectClass eq

# Save the time that the entry gets modified, for database #1
lastmod

on

# Where to store the replica logs for database #1
# replogfile

/var/lib/ldap/replog

# The userPassword by default can be changed
# by the entry owning it if they are authenticated.
# Others should not be able to see it, except the
# admin entry below
# These access lines apply to database #1 only
access to attrs=userPassword,shadowLastChange
by dn="CN=admin,O=Grid" write
by anonymous auth
by self write
by * none

# Ensure read access to the base for things like

# supportedSASLMechanisms.
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Without this you may

# have problems with SASL not knowing what
# mechanisms are available and the like.
# Note that this is covered by the 'access to *'
# ACL below too but if you change that as people
# are wont to do you'll still need this if you
# want SASL (and possible other things) to work
# happily.
access to dn.base="" by * read

# The admin dn has full write access, everyone else
# can read everything.
access to *
by dn="CN=admin,O=Grid" write
by * read

# For Netscape Roaming support, each user gets a roaming
# profile for which they have write access to
#access to dn=".*,ou=Roaming,o=morsnet"
#

by dn="cn=admin,dc=nodomain" write

#

by dnattr=owner write

#######################################################################
# Specific Directives for database #2, of type 'other' (can be bdb too):
# Database specific directives apply to this databasse until another
# 'database' directive occurs
#database

<other>

# The base of your directory for database #2
#suffix

"dc=debian,dc=org"

7.3.4. LDAP Structure
Now, we must create the structure of the LDAP repository. In our example, the Distinguished
Names have the next structure:
CN=andres, OU=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
The file to create this structure is named structure_1.ldif:
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dn: o=Grid
objectClass: organization
o: Grid

dn: ou=GlobusTest, o=Grid
ou: GlobusTest
objectClass: organizationalUnit

dn: ou=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, ou=GlobusTest, o=Grid
ou: simpleCA-andres-sobremesa
objectClass: organizationalUnit

dn: cn=grid, ou=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, ou=GlobusTest, o=Grid
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: pmiUser
sn: grid
cn: grid

dn: cn=grid2, ou=simpleCA-andres-sobremesa, ou=GlobusTest, o=Grid
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: pmiUser
And now, use the next command to create that structure:
ldapadd –x –h localhost –D CN=admin,O=Grid –w mysecretpassword –f structure_1.ldif
We have created (but not populated) three users: grid, grid2 and soa. The grid and grid2 users
will only contain attribute certificates (pmiUser), and soa user will contain attribute certificates
(pmiUser) and an identity certificate (pkiUser).
You can see the LDAP structure using the LDAPBrowser, in our example is LBE.

7.3.5. LBE Usage
We have to configure the LBE browser to acces to our LDAP repository. Edit the file
/etc/ldap/ldapbrowser/browser.cfg. The main values are shown in the next figure:
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#################################
# LDAP Browser v2.8 config file #
#################################

# host of the ldap server
host=localhost

# port of the ldap server
port=389

# base dn of the ldap server
basedn=O=Grid

# sets the ldap version number [2|3]
version=3

# dn of the directory manager
managerdn=CN=admin

# password of the directory manager

Now, run lbe browser (as root or sudo command):
cd /etc/ldap/ldapbrowser
./lbe.sh
and a connect window appears. Select the Quick Connect tab. The values specified in the
browser.cfg file are shown in the window. The checkboxes “SSL” and “anonymous bind” must not
be selected. Select the checkbox “append base dn”. Press “connect” button. The LDAP structure is
shown.

7.3.5.1 Populating the LDAP Repository
PERMIS provides some tools to make policies and Attribute Certificates which could be stored in
the LDAP repository.
Each user (pmiUser) must have one or more Attribute Certificates, and the SOA user (pmiUser &
pkiUser) must have his X.509 Identity Certificate (in DER format) and his Attribute Certificates
containing, some of them, a policy inside an attribute.
We learn how to do these tasks in the next paragraphs.
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Populating Attribute Certificates
We are going to load Attribute Certificates using the LBE browser. Click on the item to populate
and go to Edit->Add Attribute. This item must have an objectClass of pmiUser.
In the Attribute Name field, type 2.5.4.58 and select the radiobutton labeled “binary”. Then click
on “insert from” and choose the Attribute Certificate file.
Populating Identity Certificates
We must click on the target item, and go to Edit->Add Attribute. That item must have an
objectClass of pkiUser. In the Attribute Name field, enter: userCertificate;binary
Select “Binary” radiobutton and press OK.
Choose “Insert From” and select the X.509 Identity Certificate (in DER format).

7.4. PERMIS & Globus
There are several ways to install PERMIS. We have installed a PERMIS PIPs and PDP, instead of
PERMIS service.

7.4.1. Installation
The PERMIS libraries must be installed in every grid node with resources to protect.
7.4.1.1 Prerequisites
Globus must be installed, and the service to protect is deployed in the service container. In our
example, this service is named MathService.
The Java Virtual Machine must be the most recent version, because some older versions throw
errors when PERMIS libraries are executed.
The keys used by Globus users must not be encrypted. Otherwise, PERMIS throws authentication
exceptions. To do that, type
First time: grid-cert-request –nopassphrase –cn myname
Another case: grid-cert-request –nopassphrase –cn myname –force
to generate a non-encrypted key and the certificate request –it will be signed by the Certificate
Authority (CA)7.4.1.2 Installation of PERMIS libraries
This installation will be executed in the service node.
http://sec.cs.kent.ac.uk/permis/integrationProjects/Coord.shtml

Download a ZIP file from
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This file can be extracted into any directory. This directory will include a directory named lib. You
must copy the files from the lib directory to $GLOBUS_LOCATION/lib

7.4.2. PERMIS Tools
PERMIS provides some tools to manage attribute certificates and policies. The attribute
certificates contain attributes. These attributes can be user roles or policies. The policies will be
contained in the SOA’s Attribute Certificates.
7.4.2.1 Attribute Certificate Management (ACM)
Download the ACM zip file from
http://sec.cs.kent.ac.uk/permis/private/pa/
We have downloaded the file acm_3_2_12.zip and unzipped into a directory of our choice. To run
acm program from the installation directory:

java –jar acm.jar
We must create new attribute certificates with this program. The Holder Name will be similar to

CN=grid, OU=simpleCA_andres_sobremesa, OU=GlobusTest, O=Grid
The checkbox “Issuer Name” must be checked. To add the PERMIS role, click on button “New…”
and select “permisRole”. To add the PERMIS policy select “PMI XML Policy” and choose the policy
file.
To generate and save the attribute certificate you must select the SOA PKCS12 file and password
(see SOA section).
7.4.2.2 Policy Editor (PE)
We have downloaded the policy Editor (version 1) from
http://sec.cs.kent.ac.uk/permis/downloads/Level1/policy.shtml
Create a new policy using a friendly wizard and save it in a file. This file will be imported in an
attribute of the SOA attribute certificate.

7.4.3. Configuration
7.4.3.1 Service
The grid services are located in /usr/local/globus-4.0.x/etc. MathService is located in the directory
org_globus_examples_services_security_first. This directory contains some MathService security
configuration files.
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Every grid service must have a key and a certificate associated, which they are specified in the
Security Descriptor file (in our example security_config_first.xml –specified in the serverconfig.wsdd file-). Therefore, we must create a key and a service certificate, in this example with
common name mathservice:

grid-cert-request –nopassphrase –cn mathservice
and signed by the Certificate Authority (CA).
The security_config_first.xml file also specifies the PIPs and PDP, preceeded by an identifier.

<securityConfig xmlns="http://www.globus.org">
<auth-method>
<GSISecureConversation/>
</auth-method>
<authz
value="subject:uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pip.SubjectPIP
resource:uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pip.ResourcePIP
coord:uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pdp.PermisPDP"/>
<credential>
<key-file value="/home/globus/ globus/userkey pem"/>

The value of the authz tag must be in one line. This tag specifies the subject pip (subject
identifier), the resource pip (resource identifier) and a PERMIS PDP (coord identifier).
The key and certificate of the service are contained in the credential tag.
We must create a file to configure the PIPs and PDP. In this example, the name of this file is
init_remote.cfg

ini:
sobremesa,ou=GlobusTest,o=Grid

soa=cn=soa,ou=simpleCA-andres-

...: oid=1.2.11.7.64.2
...: rootca=/home/globus/server-config/CACERT/cacert.pem
...: pkcattribute=userCertificate;binary
...: acattribute=attributeCertificateAttribute

This configuration file specifies the SOA Distinguished Name. The policy stored in a LDAP
repository is defined by the policy OID. The certificate of the Certificate Authority (rootca) located
in the local machine must be specified, and the URL of the LDAP repository where the attribute
certificates and policies are stored.
The file server-config.wsdd is an important file to configure the service security. We must type the
red text to associate the configuration file init_remote.cfg to the PIPs and PDP. The PIPs and PDP
are referencied by their identifiers coord, subject and resource (see security_config_first.xml).
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<service
name="examples/security/first/MathService"
use="literal" style="document">

provider="Handler"

<parameter
name="className"
value="org.globus.examples.services.security.first.impl.MathService"/>
<wsdlFile>share/schema/examples/MathService_instance_4op/Math_service.wsdl</wsdlF
ile>

<parameter
name="securityDescriptor"
value="etc/org_globus_examples_services_security_first/security-configfirst.xml"/>

<parameter
value="/home/globus/serverconfig/init_remote.cfg"/>

name="coord-customConfig"

<parameter
name="subject-customConfig"
config/init_remote.cfg"/>

value="/home/globus/server-

<parameter
name="resource-customConfig"
config/init_remote.cfg"/>

value="/home/globus/server-

<parameter name="allowedMethods" value="*"/>
<parameter name="handlerClass" value="org.globus.axis.providers.RPCProvider"/>
<parameter name="scope" value="Application"/>
<parameter name="providers" value="GetRPProvider"/>
</service>

7.4.3.2 Client
Create the next file, named client_security_descriptor.xml:

<securityConfig xmlns="http://www.globus.org">
<credential>
<key-file value="/home/globus/.globus/userkey.pem"/>
<cert-file value="/home/globus/.globus/usercert.pem"/>
</credential>
<authz value="none"/>
</securityConfig>

The user key and certificate must be specified. Then, we must edit the client source code, in our
example
$EXAMPLE_DIR/org/globus/examples/clients/MathService_instance_4op/Client_GSISecConv_Encry
pt.java
and update this security code
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NOTE: Constants.CLIENT_DESCRIPTOR_FILE refers to last file.

// Setup security options
((Stub)
math)._setProperty(Constants.CLIENT_DESCRIPTOR_FILE,
"/home/globus/client_security_descriptor.xml");
((Stub)
math)._setProperty(Constants.GSI_SEC_CONV,
Constants.ENCRYPTION);
((Stub)
math)._setProperty(Constants.AUTHORIZATION,
NoAuthorization.getInstance());

Then compile the file (the MathService client) from $EXAMPLE_DIR folder:

javac
–classpath
./build/stubs/classes/:$CLASSPATH
org/globus/examples/clients/Mathservice_instance_4op/Client_GSISecConv_Encrypt.java

7.4.4. PERMIS Debugging
7.4.4.1 Service
To get debug information, edit $GLOBUS_LOCATION/container-log4j.properties and add the
following lines:

Log4j.categorg.issrg=DEBUG
log4j.category.uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pip.ActionPIP=DEBUG
log4j.category.uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pip.SubjectPIP=DEBUG
log4j.category.uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pip.ResourcePIP=DEBUG
log4j.category.uk.ac.kent.dpa.custom.pdp.PermisPDP=DEBUG
The command line

globus-start-container-detached
runs
the
Globus
container
and
$GLOBUS_LOCATION/var/container.log

the

7.4.4.2 Client
Change the exceptions code. Delete these sentences

System.out.println(“error message”);
and add these ones

e.printStackTrace();
and compile these changes (see 4.3.2)

debug

information

is

logged

into
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8.

GREDIA Platform Demonstration

8.1. Integration Issues
8.1.1. Grid Middleware
 Integration with portal
The portal is the interface that the majority of the users will use in order to access the Gredia
functionality. The application portal already uses our data/metadata grid services in order to query
and upload local files to the storage and metadata overlays. Furthermore, an installable version of the
GridTorrent client will be soon provided for fully cooperative data transfer.

Status: In progress
 Integration with APPEA
The application execution engine also uses our services in order to locate and store files to the Grid.
The same exact status applies for it as well: The only pending issue relates to the addition of the
actual attributes used to describe and search files by.

Status: In progress
 Integration with FiVO
This framework is needed in order to appropriately rewrite requests towards the data/metadata
overlays so that the respective privileges as described by the VO contracts are honoured. Queries
must be first signed and possibly modified in order to be handled by the middleware.

Status: Pending
 Integration with the Mobile proxy Node
These are the special proxy nodes that will act as an interface between the less functional mobile
nodes and the grid middleware, so that they seamlessly interact with the rest of the system/nodes.
The data transfer mechanism as well as the respective services are required.

Status: In progress
 Integration with the Security Framework
All security infrastructure operations (certificate creation, authentication, encryption) will be handled
from the PERMIS service.

Status: Pending
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8.1.2. FiVO
 Integration with portal
Portal uses FiVO in order to determine a list of exisiting Virtual Organization to which a user can login,
and provide additional information about users such as the organization to which they belong, their
contact details as well assigned roles in the Virtual Organization as specified by the contract.

Status: In progress.
 Integration with AEPT
AEPT uses FiVO in order to determine the access rights of the developer logging to the system with
respect to which resource he can include in the scripts he is developing.

Status: In progress.
 Integration with Grid Resource Registry
FiVO Authentication component is registered in the Grid Resource Registry as a service and thus can
be used by APPEA service execution components.

Status: In progress.
 Integration with Rich Data Location Service

Status: In progress.

8.2. Scenario and Demonstration Description
8.2.1. Contract Negotiation Scenario
Let's consider sample contract for the banking pilot application (EasyLoan Virtual Organization),
assuming it has the following simple structure:

Organization: HappyBank
Services: CreditCalculationService, ClientRegistrationService
People: Stefano, Marco, Marcelo
Roles: Stefano<->BankClerk, Marco<->BankManager, Marcelo<->BankClient
Authorization: CreditCalculationService<->BankManager,
ClientRegistrationService<->BankClient
QoS: CreditCalculationService<->TimeToComplete=15min,
ClientRegistrationService<->Availability=95%

Organization: BancadItalia
Service: ClientCreditHistoryService
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Authorization: ClientCreditHistoryService<->BankManager
QoS: ClientCreditHistoryService<->TimeToComplete=5min
The contract for this VO in the form of OWL ontology is visualized on the Figure 37 below:

Figure 37: Visualization of sample EasyLoan VO contract
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The same contract has the following representation in OWL/XML (excerpt):
<j.0:VirtualOrganization rdf:ID="EasyLoan">
<j.0:name rdf:datatype="...">
EasyLoan Application VO</j.0:name>
<j.0:administeredBy rdf:resource="l#Marco"/>
<j.3:hasContract>
<j.3:Contract rdf:ID="EasyLoanContract">
<j.3:hasStatement>
<j.3:Statement rdf:ID="StCreditCalculation">
<j.3:hasAtom>
<j.3:Atom rdf:ID="AtomCreditCalculationService">
<j.3:hasActor rdf:ID="#Marco"/>
<j.3:hasResource>
<j.2:Service rdf:ID="CreditCalculationService">
<j.0:isOwnedBy rdf:resource="#HappyBank"/>
<j.0:belongsTo rdf:resource="#EasyLoan"/>
<j.0:hasQoSAttribute>
---- j.5:QoSAttribute - #j.6:TimeToComplete
</j.0:hasQoSAttribute>
</j.2:Service>
</j.3:hasResource>
<j.3:hasParameter>
<j.3:Parameter>
<j.0:hasQoSAttribute>
---- j.5:QoSAttribute - #j.6:TimeToComplete
</j.0:hasQoSAttribute>
<j.6:hasValue>
---- { "15",

#owlTime::unitMinute }

</j.6:hasValue>
</j.3:Parameter>
</j.3:hasParameter>
---- more parameters ...
<j.3:hasAction>
<j.3:Action rdf:ID="ProvidesService"/>
</j.3:hasAction>
</j.3:Atom>
</j.3:hasAtom>
</j.3:Statement>
</j.3:hasStatement>
<j.3:hasStatement rdf:resource="#StClientRegistration"/>
<j.3:hasStatement rdf:resource="#StClientCreditHistory"/>
</j.3:Contract>
</j.3:hasContract>
</j.0:VirtualOrganization>
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8.2.2. Journalist Scenario
We also demonstrated a scenario where a reporter uploads a file just created by him. His editor is
notified of the upload process and can download the file in order to review it. In this section we shall
describe the exact process followed as well as the different components that interact with each other:
Middleware Involvement 1: Uploading a file and its metadata

Figure 38: Logical Operation occurring when inserting a new file
Figure 38 depicts the succession of events that occur as well as the interacting middleware
components when the journalist/reporter uploads the local file in order for the editor to review and
comment on it. The Data Client receives the file itself and determines its unique identifier UID. Using
the grid data service (GridFTP file transfer for now) it uploads the file to a number of locations on the
storage overlay. These locations (PFNs) are returned and passed on to the next step, in which we
store the UID to PFN mappings for the newly inserted file. Finally, the Metadata Client, receiving the
XML description of the file attributes along with the UID of the file, passes the xml file through the
SFC component. This creates an ID for the stored xml file which is enhanced with the UID from the
previous step. Finally, the xml file is stored in the Metadata overlay to the node closest to the ID
created from the SFC using Kademlia’s XOR metric.
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Middleware Involvement 2: Getting a file (from its metadata description)
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Figure 39: Logical operations occurring when retrieving a file using the metadata form
When a user wants to retrieve a version of a file or search between the stored files, the succession of
events is reversed (see Figure 39): Through the provided xml metadata file, the SFC produces a key in
order to look for matches in the Metadata overlay. The retrieved (if any) xml files are parsed for the
UIDs that they contain. DRLS is queried using these UIDs thus producing to the Data Service a list of
PFNs in order to get the file(s) from. Finally, the GridFTP file transfer module downloads the selected
file(s) which can be locally saved.

8.3. Execution of a Journalist Scenario
This section presents the execution of a GREDIA application scenario in the GREDIA environment,
using the first integrated prototype of the Appea framework. While the actual premises of the use
case are derived from deliverable D7.3, the specifics of execution are necessarily simplified due to the
prototype nature of the system. The purpose of this description is to show how the Application
Development Platform lends itself to describing and executing an actual GREDIA use case, and
provide a starting point for further refinement of the system, in accordance with user requirements.
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Figure 40: Appea and external component interactions in the first prototype use case.
To accomplish the first execution of the prototype scenario within the GREDIA environment the
components in Figure 40 have to interact in two different cycles. The first is the development cycle
which produces the scenario script while the second is the execution cycle in which the scenario can
be executed. In the description below steps and interactions are used interchangeably.
The development cycle involves cooperation between Scenario developer and the User in order to
prepare a list of requirements for the scenario (interaction 1). When this step is over the developer
browses the available operations in the Service Registry and prepares the script, which is stored in the
Scenario Repository (interactions 2.1 and 2.2). Now, the scenario is ready and can be executed by
users within the execution cycle.
In the execution cycle the user logs into the portal and a list of available scenarios is presented to him
in interaction 3. Interaction 4 is the scenario execution started by the user and forwarder to the
Execution Service by Portal in step 4.1. The service starts the execution and at this stage different
interactions may occur depending on the scenario implementation. In steps 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 service
methods are invoked which requires the Invoker component to contact the Service Registry to retrieve
the descriptions and endpoints of the services, which then are called to invoke operations in steps
4.1.1.2 and 4.1.3.2. If the scenario requires the user to input data then interaction 4.1.2 is performed.
When the scenario is finished the Portal is always notified (here in step 4.1.4). The prototype scenario
also requires communication between the portal and the RDLS component to store a file provided by
the user, which is done in step 4.2 in the presented diagram.
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8.3.1. Journalist Scenario Sequence
Following is a plan of the scenario used to test the Appea prototype. According to the deliverable D7.3
the following use cases are considered when implementing the scenario:
• MUC 2 – Log in to GGO
•

MUC 3 - Formulate the news task

•

MUC 4 - Notify the human resources about the task assignment

•

MUC 5 - Search for news material

•

MUC 8 - Create news item

•

MUC 9 - Submit news item

Use cases 5 and 8 are not part of the scenario, however, they are required to complete use case 9
and will be performed outside the scope of the Appea platform.
The sequence diagram in Figure 41 presents all the operations required to successfully execute the
planned scenario involving the interactions between the Portal, Scenario Repository and Framework
for Intelligent Virtual Organizations (FiVO). Groups of the most important steps are described in the
following list:
•

•

•

Steps 1-4 – The portal in order to place a list of VO names in the login window contacts FiVO
Information Service to get that list in step 2, after the user requested the login form in step 1.
After the list is returned (step 3) a login form is rendered and returned to the user (step 4).
These interactions are repeated every time a login screen is displayed, however to save space
they will not be depicted any more in this diagram.
Steps 5-10 – In step 5 the user (editor) logs in by providing username and password. The
portal authenticates the user by calling the FiVO component and forwarding the user's
credentials (step 6). FiVO returns the user's VO and role names as well as a unique identifier
in the editorCredentials object, which is stored in the user's portal session (step 7). Next, the
portal contacts the repository in order to retrieve a list of scenarios picked according to the
passed VO and role names in step 8 (correct repository address needs to be built). In step 9
the scenario list is returned to the portal which renders a suitable page and returns it to the
user in step 10.
Steps 11-21 – The editor starts a "formulate task" scenario by selecting it from the list
displayed by the portal (step 11). In step 12 the portal contacts the execution service and
requests a scenario execution by passing its url and also the credentials of the user who
started the scenario. The execution service retrieves the scenario script by calling the
repository in step 13 and getting the script in step 14, after which it executes the script (step
18), right after setting the execution id with an asynchronous setAcid method in step 15 and
getting the output stream in steps 16-17. In steps 19-20 the execution service sends an
information to the portal that the script executed successfully by using the outputStream
object. The message is displayed in the editor's console window (by default the messages
sent using the outputStream objects are displayed in the scenario executor's window). In step
21 the portal renders a proper page and returns the result to the editor.
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Figure 41: Sequence diagram of the prototype Appea Scenario.

•
•

•

•

•
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Steps 22-24 – The script requires to complete a user form with journalist names which are
obtained from the FiVO component in step 22 by passing the VO and the role names. The list
of journalist is returned in step 23 and in step 24 the XForms document is completed.
Steps 25-30 – In step 25 the execution service calls the portal in order to request data input
from the user identified by the editorID with the XForms document. In step 26 the portal
updates the view in the editor's browser and displays the form, so the editor may fill it in
(step 27) and send it back to the portal in step 28. In step 29 the portal sends the completed
data part of the form document with the journalist id. Having the id of the journalist the
execution service prepares another XForm with the task's description and a file upload form
which can be used to upload the final article (step 30).
Steps 31-44 – In step 31 the execution service requests the article by calling the portal with
an XForm and the journalist's id. Since the journalist is not logged in the portal stores the
request and blocks the method. After some time in step 32 the journalist logs into the system
and a standard procedure of authentication and scenario list retrieval is done (steps 33-6).
The portal checks if any request for the journalist with the certain id are in queue (step 37)
and renders a proper view in step 38. In step 39 the journalist prepares the requested
document and stores it in step 40 in the RDLS space using the provided file upload form. After
storing the file in RDLS the portal extracts the LFN (step 41) and updates the request status in
step 42. Next it sends a message to the user's interface that the file upload is complete (step
43) and returns the LFN to the execution service as the result of the call form step 23 (step
44).
Steps 45-46 – Finally a message for the editor can be prepared and sent to the portal.
Unfortunately, the editor is not logged in at the moment, so the message needs to be stored
by the portal until the editor logs in. This time the sendMessage(id, message) was used to
send the message to the editor even though he is the originator of the scenario (simple
println using the outputStream object could be used). In step 46 the execution service sends
the signal (asynchronous onEvaluationComplete method) that the scenario has finished
executing. The portal, however, still remembers the last message and waits for the editor to
log in and display the message.
Steps 47-53 – In step 47 the editor logs in and the portal recognizes him by the stored id
passed with the message in step 45. The authentication process takes place in steps 48-49
and the portal checks the awaiting requests in step 50. As usual, the list of scenarios is
retrieved in steps 51-52 and finally the message for the editor is sent in step 53.
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9.

Conclusions – Future Work

In this deliverable we described a first and decisive effort towards the implementation of the GREDIA
middleware. GREDIA addresses the subject of efficient and reliable multimedia content sharing and
management in a Grid environment, where heterogeneous resources cooperate. In this context, we
proposed a service-oriented middleware architecture that provides store, search and retrieve
primitives for manipulation of annotated multimedia files. We introduced the idea of DHT overlays for
metadata and data management, thus avoiding the use of centralized entities. Moreover, a
multidimensional indexing scheme that speeds-up the searching procedure and facilitates range
queries is used to enable user-customized searches. Finally, we presented GridTorrent, a transfer
protocol resilient to flash crowd conditions and completely compatible with existing Grid middleware,
which will be used for multimedia file uploads and downloads. We strongly believe that the proposed
architecture, incorporating various P2P techniques, will provide a robust and scalable infrastructure for
storing annotated data and searching over a large set of metadata attributes.
The implementation of the described platform is currently at a prototype status. The functionality of
basic components has been predetermined and the corresponding interfaces have been deployed.
There are specific issues left to be implemented and a list of others to be designed and incorporated
into the system logic. In more detail and concerning GridTorrent, we plan to move towards two
directions: First, create a daemon-like version that is installed on all relevant servers in our system.
Second, we plan to implement a communication channel through which GridTorrent-enabled servers
will be able to participate in multiple uploads and downloads (in a fashion similar to the GridFTP
channel). As far as SFCs go, we intend to test by using a number of dimensions that take numerical,
categorical and keyword values (the ones that will be mostly used in GREDIA queries). Finally, several
implementation issues that are currently underway relate to the intra-middleware communications
(i.e., the arrows that are used as communication channels between the different components of our
middleware). The different components should communicate in the specified manner.
Moreover, we investigate optimization issues in various aspects of our design. One aspect we intend
to take into consideration is load-balancing issues which arise from the heterogeneity of nodes in
terms of storage capacity and bandwidth, as well as the locality preservation that Space Filling Curves
can offer. We also intend to consider various replication and performance optimization techniques to
enhance the performance of the proposed middleware.
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